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CLOUDY weather tonight and tomorrow
with slightly- warmer
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ern district of Oklahoma. In reply to
on behalf of a; group of financiers in
Tnder this arrangement, the examinaa
question as to when he first told
ENATOBthe United States, and in considera
tion
of the witness pieeeded haltinganybody that Mrs. Bond had pulled
tion of the 'payment uf a substantial
I
ly and with difficulty.
The witness
him over on the bed with her SenII
sum.
told
of
been
sent
to
Colorado
having
ator Gore said:
to work in the mlnea after the strike
TO
'
"Probably the first time I talked
1UUU1I about'
WILSON OPTIMISTIC
was called.
it"
Washington, 'Feb. 16. Federal InIt soon became apparent that the
;Tho senator then uetailed the efof the problem of the unvestigation
HE
witness a Pole spoke one variety of
forts of the people in the alleged conemployed, by the industrial relations
r
German and the
another
spiracy against him to get appointcommission, will be a speedy one and
ments. He did not remember having
before
and
long the witness was re
will cover all. the large cities from
GORE DECLARES ALLEGED AS talked with a man ot the nam,
plying to questions in broken English.
of DEMOCRATIC LEADERS. BELIEVE New York to Kansas
City.
'
COLORADO MILITIA RESISTS RE
Graves keeper about the appointment
TO
B:
The witness told of coming to Trini- STRIKE INVESTIGATORS
SAULT ON MRS. BOND DID
President Wilson today expressed
WORK CAN BE COMPLETED
FOR
SUBPOENA
QUEST
OF
of
Julian
Mrs.
dad
a
bond's husband,
in
Bond,
100 workmen. Fifty
SHOWN
of
WHAT
CONDITIONS
the
party
NOT OCCUR
belief
that
Chairman
ff
Frank P.
BEFORE SUMMER
but was certain he never gave any
"MOTHER" JONES '
of the men, he declared, escaped from
Walsh has based his estimate of 350,-00- 0
EXIST
,
the car at Trinidad and disappeared.
encouragement.' .He said he might
men out of worm in New York
"FIAIE-U- r
have told Dr. Ji. Hv Earp he would TO OPERATE
A
IT WAS
With the other CO he was taken to the
SIMULTANEOUSLY City alone, on current reports and the MAY DEFY THE
COMMITTEE
recommend Bond for a clerkship.
Berwind
mine of the Colorado Fuel GPESATQ3S MAKE C3JECTI 0T
figures had been challenged.
"When Mrs. Bond gulled you over
and
Iron
The president told his callers he
company, where, he says, he
ACCUSED MAN SAYS WOMAN FELL on
the bed1 did you m.ie any outcry?'' HOUSE AND SENATE WILL DIG had no
was kept prisoner. He declared that
CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATORS-DEMANDof
reports
business
widespreadON HOTEL BED AND BEin January he tried to escape, but THEY WILL NOT ALLOW FZZZX,
he was naked.
INTO PROPOSED
T.RUST
depression, but to the contrary, had
MAY BE UTTERLY
TION TO SELECT THE
GAN TO YELL
'
was stopped and sent back by militia"No," the senator replied.
V LEGISLATION
reports that conditions throughout the
IGNORED
r
"You knew it was
GUIDES
were
conspiracy?"
country
rapidly growing more
"I did, at least I tnought. then it
"He
punched me with his bayonet,"
encouraging.
EE DIDN'T LEAVE BIS CHAIR was a
BUSINESS
he explained, adding that the soldier
TAKES INTEREST
conspiracy?"
RAISE
STEIIERS
PESTION
evidence is c::.::iETEn
"When did you first think it was n
was drunk.
LONDON RESIDENT A SUICIDE
.,:.-'-'WHEN OTHERS RAN INTO THE conspiracy?"
declared
London, Feb.; 16. Lee Bond, a
Lebsamowsky
that a sol
PRESIDENT IS PLEASED WITH AS.
I.TTTl
wuen . aire, isona graDDea
ROOM HE WAS STILL IN
my
wealthy resident of Lindhurst, Hamp-shar- THEY DECLARE THE WOMAN'S dier shot and killed one man who MINERS ANNOUNCE TKEY HAVC
SISTANCE
IN CARRYING
tried to escape from the Berwind
hands, fell back on the bed and began
TESTIMONY WOULD PROVE
arrested yesterday after a
HIS SEAT
FINISHES THEIR
OUT PROGRAM
to scream," said the senator,
mine.
Over this point there was a
automobile
VALUABLE
thrilling
ride that lasted
"Did you ever file complaint against
30 hours cut bis throat in
long examination in German and Engprison toOklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 16 Po- any of these parties? Answer yes or
lish. Finally the interpreter
Feb. 16. June 15 is day. His condition is precarious.
Washington,
said:
v
Trinidad, Colo., Feb. 16. Late this me
litical opposition today was held re- no."
the date democratic leaders hope to Bond when captured by the police
Hancock, Mich., IV n. 17. The an
omy way i can get at this is
r
atfernoon
the
conflict
between
the
to
sponsible ;byi Thomas P. Gore, United
e
"I cannot answer yes or no. I made adjourn congress. President Wilson was flourishing., a revolver in each
witness myself. nouncement was im:d by counsel iot
the
military authorities and the congres- This method was
States senator from Oklahoma, for the complaint that it
Blackmail," an- believes the senate and house may hand: Saturday afternoon he hired
adopted by the com- the miners at the opening of the consional investigation committee over mittee
damage suit for $50,000 filed against swered the senator.
an
with slightly better results.
automobile and by threatening to
work at the same time on the trust
gressional inqirry into tho ceppcr-strikhim by Mrs. Minnie E. Bond, who al
"Didn't you, when the summons was bills. He told callers today that busi snoot the chauffeur forced him to the eligibility of "Mother" Jones as a
here today that they expected
"Mr. Chairman," finally
protested
witness in the hearings being conductleges that the senator attacked her served here, say you wanted to make ness men were showing a
to
take
a
conclude
wild
the presentation or witride
Mr.
that
carried
them
a
"this
is
in
Brewster,
greater
poor, Ignored here had not been settled.
in a Washington hotel.
a cash settlement?" ,
terest in the new legislation and that through four, counties,
ant witness, and Mr, Herrington is sit- nesses on mine conditions during- ihA sharp clash over the right of the
Senator Gore testified in his own
"No."
in many cases it was very helpful in
Indicated
ting there
and trying to con- day unless the committee
behalf today. He ttenled making an
house coal mine strike investigation fuse him." laughing
"Did any one for you try to make terest.
that it desires to hear more.
attack on Mrs. Bond and said he be- such a settlement?"
committee to summon '"Mother" Mary
After a short confcix-nce- ,
f 'b airman
'Interest,' however, is not so active LITERACY TEST
Herrington denied the charge and
lieved the charge to have been made
Jones, now held incommunicado in Chairman Foster
"Not that I know of," said Mr. Gore. as he had expected and he attributes
was
announced
that
Taylor
the senrestored peace by
to injure him in his campaign for
San Rafael hospital here by the Cotiment of the commlttwft that without
Reverting to the meeting with, Mrs. this to the fact that business men
suggesting:
lorado military authorities, came at
as the democratic, candi- Bond in Washington, Senator Gore have discounted the character
.IV
of leg"Maybe Mr. Herrington is laughing passing on the merits cf the testlmonr
date for the senate.
i
the opening of the first Trinidad ses- at Mr.
ottered by the ,50 witnesses
islation
HILL
theexplained that he went to
to
and
l
liLl'lIrtli
measures in a
that
Jakle.'',
Senator Gore was asked about liia meet Mrs.: Bond after she had
sion of the investigation today. With
that these witnesses "jcto
The witness told of being told that
tele, general way meet their approval.
an open prospect of defiance of its bo would
acquaintance with sirs. Bond, the phoned stating that she: was' to leave
about as good as 5 or 5;). men alcD'i'
The president incidentally remarkbo
killed
strikers
if he
by
plaintiff, and replied that he remem- Washington at 6:45 o'clock that night ed that many objections to the pub- IT IS BELIEVED SENATE WILL powers by the commander of tho Col- left the mine and
the same line."
came to Trinidad.
NOT CHANCE THE
bered meeting her at a reception here and for him to
orado
National
the
committee
Guard,
Mr. Taylor said tiidf: one of thi
"Did the superintendent-- ' tell
stop and see her on licity features of the trade commis-- '
you committee
BILL
and that her husband's candidacy for his way home.
"
deferred its decision until the after- that
sion bill were based on a misconcepbad
that ythm
you had to work out what you
internal revenue collector was mennoon session when arguments of atHe said he asked her to come to his tion of what the bureau of corporathe
visit eo, ., mine-- h hopcommittee
owed
the
company Kr hoard end for
Washington, Feb. IS. The' Burnett torneys will be heard.
tioned at the time. He said he had office, but she
ed it woul be In 'ore f.. ( T,cr;;t'...
complained about having tion already could do by present
transportation from I'lttslu.Th?"
immigration hill, as it: passed "the . The conflict
not given her any encouragement to wait so
of military and congres
tegan the presentation of their bMr,
long there and said she
Cofiti:;an.
house with the literacy test, will be
about her husband's candidacy.
w as busy
and that they would he accompanied
sional authority arose) when 12. V. Cos- The
packing to leave for Okla"was
question
translated, and
reported, by the senate committee
'Regarding the alleged assault in homa. Ho went to the hotel, he said,
one or tn r f t1
within ten da yg; That the ' literacy tigan, for the strikers, asked the com- the witness replied that. hp. had been by
Washington the senator in reply to with Howard Keyes, ft
"W
ENGLAND CONSULTED
to
,
3
... , ;
mittee
issue
a
for
mi
told
and
subpoena
guide,
that
't
roils cit a 6 Lt
test v,c,i!(l n.,f i
.t.irbfd vhp a"
questions told of' meeting Mrs. Bond wliva he- entered thrf lobby Mrs, Bond
w.tti'-tu,, .r
"Mother"' Jour'., r'.
n, tvitlsmii of $:?.
i
H
,
'
I'M,
K
at her hotel,: after" she had .telephoned came Up and took
i
i
seaof
r
him,
J
saying
meeting today, t Th provWon for the strikers would fee
him making the appointment. He said "I'll take care of h(
uu&bia to pro- U'ui I'm- rfaf. ofial ;. ... .
him."
American inspection officers on ships
ho never knew that James. It. Jacobs,
duce
as
the
He said she explained that the par
a
witness. Inprisoner
"Under a fiot'of
from abroad, however, may be elimith
Robertson and others were at the ho lor was filled with
stant protest was made by Major
school children and DID NOT SEND MARINES TO MEX- nated.
stuck to his story that the
It
wag generally
supposed
tel at the time.
minor' selected hy tlw PedraH
ICO CITY WITHOUT BRYAN'S
they would go to another room. It
President Wilson was opposed to the Houghton, judge advocate of the Nashooting of a miner by a mili"I had never been in there before," was not until
tional Guard of Colorado. In the face tiaman was seen or
the eomrcitfea
PERMISSION
after Mrs. Bond had an
acwiiipany
test.
heard by another
ho eaid, "and when I reached' the swered
of a hint that its authority might he miner
whijivup ,.i Cl:irr. 1 1
the telephone that she took
mins,
Mike
named
Smith.
The
alleg- eaid he
door Mrs. Bond approached me in the hold of his hands and
resisted by tho stale military officers, ed
hoped the two sides won
Washington, Feb. 16. Great Britain
i
sank, down on
killing which he said took place
lobby. I supposed we were to go to the bed, Senator Gore
able to agree uu fho iiKn,
consulted
the
the
United
States
before
committee
deferred
its
decision.
testified.
the
latter
SENATORS
of
part
TO ATTEND
January.
the hotel parlor, but she took me to
"You din't know anbody else was landing a guard of marines for her
At the opening of tne session today
"Did SniUh tell you he saw the man
another room."
Convicted Men Sentenced i
Mexico
in
around?"
legation
City and that step
the assembly .room of the city hall killed ?"
"Where did you sit?" Senator Gore
not
is
BACON
as
to
Iloin:liton,
was
regarded
any
contrary
prb. Jfl. Ju'
crowded to the doors; many of
"Certainly not," replied the wit"Smith told me tnat he heard the
FONEBILJF
was asked.
Flannigan this morning senlnr ..,1
ness.
principles held by Jhe United States
the spectators standing. "
shot."
"I sat in a rooking chair," replied
The senator said he always told in the present situation. At the White VICE PRESIDENT APPOINTS COM
The witness explained that be did James Cooper, Arthur Davis", Wi!ii!
After the preliminaries were dis
he. "We talked about that appoint- those who
-,
came to seo him for a com- Heuse 'today it was said the president
not
know who was the man that was Croff and Kdwin roiJvinghcMITTEE TO HONOR DEAD
posed of, K. P. Costigan, of counsel
vict-.ment of her husband.
I told her
man.
of
no
saw
'.utthtKr
reason
a
similar
in
t:.?
for
guard for
promise that it wasi an infamous lie
W LEGISLATOR
tor the strikers, addressed the com killed, nor whether or not ho was one ville
again there was no chance for him. and that he would see them
case, to Marquette prisoa, r
the American embassy, and expected
in
mittee,
asking that "Mother" Mary of the party which came from Pitts- omniouding a maximum of 15
She seemed to feel that he had lost. before he
view.
to
that
alter
nothings
vt :
would
burgh.
Feb.
He
16.
compromise.
The desk of Jones be .produced at the hearing hy
Washington,
I arose, remarking that I must' go and
the
for
first
i
13
three
and
i.'.c
for
said he took no part in the investigathe late Senator Bacon of Georgia order of the committee. "Mother"
During the luncheon recess the
Mrs. Bond took hold of my hands.
hecauso of the jury's roct t ,, u
Carianza
Visits
Chihuahua
was
to
tion
the
moved
was
the
by
West thca
department of justice, and
draped in mourning today. The Jones Is now a military prisoner, con hearing
She was remarking ttiat I was going
titti for 'iir,ciii- - in Jiip cc
Culiacan, Sinaloa, Mexico, Feb. 16. funeral of former Senator
denuied that he had been called as a
wan fined in San Rafael hospital without tor, which had been oiffifd for the
to have a. Hard race. At that moment
General Venustiano Carranza, com- held in' the senate chamber
lifce ut tuo coiumnlee.
Tho room at
February a charge having been lodged uguinst
the telephone rang and she answered witness before the senate or that he mander in chief of the
'
the
to
talked
vice
the
city hall had been found totally
17,
1904,
ten
about
Senator
it.
years ago.
Ba her,
president
it. Then she came back and sat on
left today to make his
to accommodate the
con's funeral will he held hero to"We realize that we will not he inadequate
the bed. We talked only a few min- Court recessed shortly after noun.
visit to Chihuahua. He plans morrow.
crowd.
chairs and supplies
Tables,
able to secure her release without tha
utes. I arose and she took hold of
.to go direct to Nogales, on tho Amer
were hastily transferred and when the
Vice
President
Marshall
today aid of the committee," said Costigan.
my hands, then fell on, the bed. I
ican, border, and then travel overland named
session was resumed at 2 o'clock the
CUIUS
,the following committee of
asked her, 'What does this mean?' SUFFRAGETTE
on the Mexican .eideDfj-Atye.Major BoiiKhton was on his feet al- committee, attoruis and
Interna senators to
the
of
accompany
body
i:.;wspaer
Just then Robertson came into the
most before Mr. Costigan had finished men
tional line to Casas Grandes, Chihuafctth
p'fn.jiod the loafer
room and told her to stop that equal!
THEY AROUSE THK iNHAfT-i.- '
SHE HAS DIGGED hua, when he will go by rail either to Senator Bacon to Georgia and at- his pleaV'U :'"
the si!'ct,'itors iu tho bodjJ'of the
the
tend
Macon county:
in
funeral
OF BLACKBURN, EN:S., EARL
ing."
'
"The military authorities would iiko house.
Chihuahua City or Ciudad Juarez. His Smith of
Georgia, Tillman, Chilton,
"Did you at any time touch Mrs.
MORNING
(c request that the committee d titer
final destination, it was announced,
Overman, Fletcher, Pomerene, O'Gor.
PHILLI3 BRADY SmYS SHE, WAS
Bond?" he was asked.
action on this re.tuert until wo have
upon plans for the projected man,
depends
'Thomas, Vardaman, Gallinger, an
NOT HERSELF WHEN BISHOP
"I did not," the senator replied.
opportunity to i resent arumeiiV
aggressive
campaign toward the Root, Nelson, Biandege and Page.
CALLED ..
Senator Gore said he "told Robr
;o show .that this Vtness should not FQEKGD
suflragcttPs early
south, whiclv is expected to begin
ti :
WILL
Accompanying the committee will
eou he wanted 'to see Mrs. Bond agtiiiO
cannon ci.pturei f' -- ti Vr.:,
be produced," ha said. "The. legal
with an assault by General Villa's be the
secretary of the senate, James
Feb. 16. The
London,
"I asked her if she had anything to
one
striking forces upon Torreon.
battles of the Crime. til oj.esUons involved in her Inoreera-tii.t- i
M. Baker, and the Berpoant-at-orms- ,
C.
FI!i!lT TO
'I want to statement that Miss Phillis Brady,
For CO years it had stood bUd t as
Bay about the incident.
General Carranza was accompanied P.
tire now hefori tho supreme comt
Higglns.
know what this means?' I said. She the militant suffragette awaiting trial by more than 1,000 men, including
ornament in tn.5
I
not ?. iio-pe- r
park. Th. ; wfc:
The senate adopted a resolution of this state. Her can
want
Jiusband
was
for
not
did
her
when
arson,
she
the
was shaken
;"drugged"
replied
his personal staff, a ibattalion of inmatter
The explosion
concity
this
for
to
committee
extending invitations to the funeral
PERHAPS, HOWEVER, TH Y W!LL people fioctved into the
to know about it. Roberston also Bishop of London interviewed her, in
streets In
fantry and a regiment of cavalry.
to the president and members of his sider."
EE CONTENT V!'Ttl LcSS
said he bad nothing to say about it." Holloway joil on'February 3, was
dar
Chalrtn.iJi Foster: "Is tMs a tornmi
fearing- that a mine isast
the
tho
house
cabinet,
supreme
court,
DLOODSHr
The senator denied that any time made by Mrs. Dacre-Fo- x
at today's
h:td
mrred
nor
t:;o
Spy is Arrested
of representatives, tho diplomatic, request upon the .vmmittee, Mr. Cos
his clothing was disarranged while in weekly meeting of the Women's Sov.
s not
It
('
Mexico City, Feb. .16. Kustaqulo An;.
tigan?"
admiral
the
t'.c
of
th
corps,
navy,
pir
Arm
the room. He said ha talked with Dr. cial and Political union.
oatisc (
Mr. Costigan: "It is. We realize tho
geles, a nephew of General Felipe An- chief of staff of the army and tho
ted for tho du
not oetii
The bishop, after his interview, said
J. II. Earp of Oklahoma City the next
Then
wrs four 1
one
who
was
of
the
of
'.Mother'
geles,"
generals
piutlucica;
regent and secretary of the Smithson- Impossibility
tween Jules
r. c;taa r id
Miss Brady told .hint she hated for
tlrir,i, tho a"
I;iy concerning the incident.
C
prominent in the overthrow of the late ian Institution.' The public will be Junes vs hhoiit the aid of tho cok ,'; ni. ana
a,... president of th
item C,
"I told him," he said, "that if any cible feeding, tout that it did not maka President Maero and who is now with
bore o; the sun over
Furthei iiore an application for a wr't
card.1
admitted
1
French Aeri I "tr.ttf, but both side
by
one said I did anything improper it her sick. She thought, however, it Vemistiano Carranza, was arrested
accumulation: of gravel t
of fiabcas corpus is pon3in
in. the su
have appoir tod their seconds, wh before
was 'an infamous lie'."
gave her indigestion..
here today, charged with furnishing
and 'Mol'ier' Jones soon
preme
couri,
ramming home a h
will meet this afternoon wi
MiHS Brady, who has
the
Senator Gore denied that he told
since Deen re information of the movement of the
of gunpowder.
may bo c.tJGd to Icnvcr."
of
ato e H'OUtl
ject
fixing an Ini
Dr. Earp to try to get Mrs. Bond out leased on bail, avers that her private federal troops to the rebels.
In lie v'Viaity. fj'ri',
The chsiiuan then cnnoiiiiced ik'it unless an
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
'! !!;'! '
In
eaiitil Ui off
doctor has expresaedlhe opinion that
apology
cf the city.
flofted a Ion ;
i r f c
(
It was later reported that, he had
r i.r.d
arguments of c.mi.c.m
.
cd
by one pido or tha oth
Senator Gore denied that he knew she was given large doses of bromide. 'been executed but this Is not confirmt.io i.:.i!!uice of a HU'jpnon.i f..r "Mo;'i-er'- '
i
The representattvea of
Itwl.ertson, Jacd'hd and Kirby Fitzpat-ric- "This grave scandal wlil be brought ed. The evidence of nis guilt is said
i
'Jarty,
Jl'k's would be tw.r 1. I.r'c!'!;-- ,
ton. are Paul PlaiDlcVe, tv
Washington, Feb. J C Senate: Met
demity and
were in the next room while he to the attention of parliament," de- to have been found m papers in his
f
"1
tha
luncheon
rectws.
at noon, and adjourned at 12: OS mml
member of t e rfitute, and liernard
wn3 talking with Mrs. Bond.
clared Mrs. DacreFox.
t"..t
possession when he was arrested.
The matter temporarily out of the Cralcr, a wel; I ivn Parisian, wh"7e
12:43 p. m. Tuesday out of respect
"
to questions, the' senator
Huerta May Resign
to
workof
tho
tho
the
lata
way,
for
mine
the
memory
Senator
attorneys
Jou-oVedrines'
f
secon(;
t.,1d o kin aequaitnarwe with Fitzpat-riscHenry De
ARMY BUDGET CUT
Tht
Provisional President Huerta is said Bacon.
ers called Frank Lehamowsky. It venal, chief edit
thf Matin, aaJ
and Rolmrtson.
He said Fitz-Washington, Feb. lb. The army to have paid certiha drafts on Lont
House: Met at noon,
hi
fvidont
tiiat
l.r;iTM
.1111
Henri Tv
''rlcls wanted to be appointed as- appropriation bill, aggregating
don' and Paris amounting to 1,000,000
Committee named to draft, a nw
was ex aeronaut.
vl of tha J. hh lan '
sistant attorney general for the inteas reported today, la $10,733,-58- 5 pesos to the Mitsuit Buzzan
tremi-mcompany trade commission bill.
limit.
Afttr
disciia
The
.arrei
rior department; that Robertson was
under tho estimates and $27,000 of Tokio, fop armament furnished to
iti'r'ii
tmi!
begun
Joint
by tli
the
hearing
h
'on,
icnices
of
8 V..
vl
seeking the selection of R. L. Rogers below the current army appropriation. the federal government.
credits comniittCf.
er Wfire ( f
id'ilph fierme
for tho post of secretary of the in- The signal service gets $500,000,
It v:.i reported that a prominent
I
Louis1 D. Brsmleis trndors.-ted and i
I
conm.!:;. o
a minimum of $2?.0,000 for American is now here
terior, and that Jacobs wanted tiome-bodWilM-n'- s
try inn- to arwore In Mr.
S OVUl CiT
1
policy hefor
appointed marshal for the east airships.
range for the resign talon of Huerta judiciary eomnuitep,
n I..t
fain it ariu-- t
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formerly lived at Raton, Mrs. J. C.
Seelover and J. I. Hinckley were
WOULD
named a committee to prepare by- UU1L1U1UI
laws.
Taxing Lodge Property
OUT
Assistant District Attorney Royal of
the result of the election and the provisions of said act making it unlawful Silver City today passed a knotty
so to do, Upon complaint filed against question up to Assistant Attorney Gen
him he was arrested and detained by eral Harry S. Clancy. It is "Is propOF
the sheriff of eaid county, under a erty of the Elks subject to taxation?"
At Silver City an auditorium built
warrant issued upon sucu complaint,
to
obtain
the Klks Is in the hands of a hold- FOUR DAYS' SEIGE WOULD USE PROFESSOR HAECKEL OF GERhe
action
and
this
REby
brings
TAIBAN
S. EVERMAN OF
his
UP THE ENTIRE SUPPLY
release."
MANY IS THE GREATEST.
ing company and is rented out for
MANDED TO JAIL BY SUSuit
folnot
is
but
as
is
court
OF BREAD
The
EVOLUTIONIST
the
dances,
bearing.
profit
by
syllubus
PREME COURT
has been brought to compel the paylows:
"The district local option law, Chap- ment of taxes on the property.
congraParis, Feb. 16. In case of war the
Berlin, Feb.
Santa Fe, Feb. Ifi. The state suGeneral Harry city of Paris would probably find it tulations from distinguished friends
Assistant
ter
Attorney
78, 8. L,., 1913, is a complete enwrit
the
dismissed
has
court
preme
S. Clancy urges that the case be car- self without bread within four lays. and
disciple In many parts of the
of habeas corpus and remanded the actment In itself and requires nothing
ried up to the supreme court so that This alarm has been sounded by the world, Professor' Ernst Haeckel, the
to
it
it
depends
the
of
applifurther;
give
vitality;
matter
in
the
petitioner
which would municipal council after a thorough celebrate German Darwinian, whom
cation of B. S. Everman of Taiban, upon the popular vote for a determi- a decision may be had
the
settle
also
limits
territorial
question study of the possibilities and th3 an- many consider the greatest living man
the
nation
of
probably
was
thrown
who
only
Roosevelt county,
on san- nouncement has resulted in a popular of
science, today observed his eigh
into jail for continuing to sell liquor of Its operation, and is a valid and whether taxes ehould be paid
run
itaria
of
the
religious
organizations,
constitutional
exercise
demand fpf measures to assure an tieth- birthday
by
license
legisla
of
a
anniversary at his
tinder the unused portion
or on theaters and other revenue ample food supply In case of a con- home In Jena, surrounded by members
after Taiban had voted for prohibi- tive power.
A license to retail Intoxicating li bearing property held by lodges and flict
The minister of war uud tlie of his family, giving up a part of the
tion. The opinion is by Chief Justice
of state have decided day also to a general public recep
quor is neither a property right nor a benevolent societies.
Roberts and is as follows:
to take up the whole question with tion.
Engineer Monty Bead
"The petitioner was the holder of contract. It Is in no sense a conNews of the death of Engineer. J. the municipal council for further
Some time ago it was planned by
a license issued by the board of coun- tract made by the etate with the party
P.
mere
is
a
It
the
Monty of the state engineer's of- study with an endeavor to solve the the pupils and other admirers of the
per
license;
ty commissioners of Roosevelt county, holding
anfice reachedi the capital yesterday.
problem.
famous philosopher to present him
authorizing hlra to sell Intoxicating mit subject to be modified or
legtsla.-ture- .
Mr. Monty left recently for his
Military authorities point put that with some fitting proof of their adliquors at Taiban, an unincorporated nulled at the pleasure Qf the
home at Las Cruces because of illness. during tha first few weeks of mobili miration on the occasion of his birthvillage in said county. After the Is"The creation or designation of the It was characteristic of him that he zation in case of war all railroad day. When news of the plan reached
suance of said! license, and while the
same was in full force and effec,t, and district, as required by Sections 1 and took with him the field notes for the trains and lines would be reserved ex the ears of Professor Ha)ckel, howhe Jiad surveyed, to clusively for military trains and no
ever, he sent oue an appeal to his
unexpired, the qualified voters of Tai- 2, Chapter 78, S. L., 1913, is an ad Taos road which
while
transcribe
he was away but supplies for the civil population could friends
not
act
ministrative
and
petilegislative."
ban and contiguous territory
requesting them to refrain
death overtook the indefatigable work be transported. It has been proposed from
Burros in Minority
tioned the board of county commissending him any personal donasioners of said county in accordance
among other things to buy 10,000 tons tions. He has asked them to devote
That New Mexico has almost twice er yesterday.
He came to Las Cruces several of flour to be kept in a public ware the
with the provisions of ehapter 78, as many mules as burros seems sur
money they intended as a contriS. It., 1913, to submit to the qualified prising to the average observer, but years ago from New York and leaves house and to be used as necessity bution to a personal gift to a special
was
arises. It is suggested that the state funds which he plans to place at the
voters within the named district the the 26 assessors of the state say eo. a wife and four children. He
been
had
while
he
41
and
years
contribute immediately $90,000 as a disposal of the German Monists union
question "of whether or not the bar- The total number of mules they locat aged
led
first payment toward this and the in order to make that union interna
ter, sale or exchange of Intoxicating ed is 9,638, which they valued at ailing for some time his fortitude
on
the
was
he
that
municipality $40,000. While the probliquors shall he prohibited therein, as $776,847, or an average of $79.08 a many to believe
In its scope.
his co lem of a sufficient supply of flour tional
provided in this act." Upon the filing head. The Increase in numbers over road to recovery, although
he is still as alert mentally
Though
him
he
dragged
workers knew that
of said petition the district was desig- the year before is 290.
and wheat is considered most impor- as ever, Professor Haeckel is begin
to work and that quite often he tant the authorities are also' planning
nated by the board of county commit
to show the weight of his 80
Chaves is the only county that has self
would
fall over in a faint wfiile out to conserve stocks of other necessary ning
2
Section
with
in
accordance
sloners,
more than 1,000 head, its assessor
ago he retired from the posi- years
of the act and the election was called returning a total of 1,518. However, in the field.
things, including wood, coal and oil.
theless he insists on answering perTax Reduction
"If," says Commander Driant, a well
and held pursuant to said act. At Roosevelt county is within 19 of the
all the letters which have
The traveling auditor's office was known retired army oficial, "an order sonally
paid election a majority of voters were thousand mark. Dona Ana county
been pouring in upon him for several,
that
of mobilization were? gtven on Thurs
In favor of prohibiting the sale, barter does not report a single mule within informed Saturday unofficially
him on his birththe board of county' commissioners of day, Paris would have neither bread-mil- days congratulating
and exchange of intoxicating liquor its confines.
day.
ntom frnntv iii order to avoid the
nor meat at the beginning tf
within said district. Section 14 of the
For nearly 50 years Professor HaecBandits Under Arrest
task of fixing a valuation on each lot the next week. Another important
act provides for the refund, to the
kel
occupied the chair of zoology at
Assistant Superintendent of Public r,r tract in Alamogordo. divided the
lolder of a license authorizing the
quesiton is that of the water supply. the University of Jena. Only a few
A
,
j
re
Baca
Fladelfio
Instruction
today
anu
uiucicu
town into districts
I would ask what Parisians wouil
sale o intoxicating liquors, the un
pears ago he retired from the posiceived word from Camillo Padilla, who blanket reduction from 10 to 20 per
drink were Paris invested and cut oft tion and has since demoted his attenJuan
York
with
General
New
to
went
cent from the 1913 valuations.
from its water supply. This is a phase
to his phylogene-tiCarranza's
N. Medina of ' General.
This reduction, iu the opinion of the of the problem that the commiss:on tion almost wholly
mumuseum.
The
reveis
phylogenetic
Medina
the
staff, saying that General
commissioners, will reduce
which has been studying the subject seum is devoted to
the history of the
successful in his mission, but that nues, especially in school district No,
might consider thoroughly. We have
New. York, is suffering from a terrific 1 to such an extent that retrench arrived at a time when all the prob- genealogical development.
blizzard and cold.
mnt hns become imnerative. The lems of national defense must be con- Professor Haeckel is perhaps the
best known German philosopher alive,
At the same time word was re- county clerk presented an annual sidered without
delay."
and he is also well knoyn in his naceived from E. L,. Tinker, safety su- statement, which showed $25,088 on
tive land as a bitter controversialist.
9
f 1
pervisor of the El Paso & Southwest- hand January 1. and disbursements
There is no nation naturally music He
has engaged in a greater number
ern railroad, from Pratt, Grant county, during the year of $97,514.64. It was al
according to Henri Bidou, critic of
with other philosophers
polemics
that he identified Emilio Garcia, under decided to refund and retire an Issue and historian. If a
nain Is musical, and professors than perhaps
any oth
arrest at Hachita, as a Pptain in Cas-fi- of $10,000 of county bonds, replacing he says, it is because
has
it
passed er man in
i
Is the father
the man the 6 per cent Issns with one bearing
.He
title's commartJ ani,-'- '
Europe.
through such triblro, thajt it, has of the monastic
Vxlra gang on 5 per- - cent interests
philosophy of today
f
formerly worked 0'.
been driven tb exini its sorrow and and
books are read by thousands
his
the El Paso
Office
the Tucson exflensiu
out
Revenue
Checking
anxiety In its airs and compositions,
You never tasted
&. Southwestern.
Revenue Agent R. A. Love of Den Bach, he declares, is the culminating in Europe. Many of them have been
translated info the English language.
Tinker says that Garcia's real name ver and L, T. Carpenter, the new
daintier, lighter, fluffier
expression of the sufferings induced
He has long been known as the
is Amos Kaiser and that he is part
Liscuils than lliose
revenue collector for the New in
Germany by the Thirty Year's war, most eminent
and
thereSat
German
arrived
and
Cherokee
part
disciple of Charles Dar
baked with Calumet
district,
50 years before Bach's time.
win. Darwin's "Origin of Species'
the
out
Mexican blood. Kaiser
no
has
fore
is
and
checking
re
today
conurday
crnvayt
i uey
People sing "like cowards" he
as Professor Haeckel
served iu the American legion under nresent collector, Manuel P. Otero tinues to cheer
!
irooa
aeiiao,
up their spirits in bad appeared just
was
Madero. "I used him as a packer on Judge Carpenter, whose home ia at
his scientific career,
beginning
I
For Calumet in- - fl hi
moments, and he finds that the real
-in September, Phoenix, at present, will take charge
and he fel hinder his influence. He
to Naoozari
a
cures perfect
trip
I,
all
fron
music
are
countries of
V
nearly
was recognized as the leading expon
1912," Tinker adds.
of the district on Monday
baking.
tier provinces exposed to eternal vic
ent of Darwinism in Germany, and
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"Really does" put bad stomachs In no history; they have
was the first attempt to draw up
a
lack of ready
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cash and the difficulty of converting or(jer
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of the bank into
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five minutes that just together the figures of French export Yell
sourness
in
The bank owns a Duumng
.
1913. They
money.
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the to the United States during
worth $10,000, and from it derives a
were $140,016,549, or $3,733j384 larger
in
stomach
C!Cwd Disorders
regulator
reverfue of $1,000 a year in addition largest selling
world. If what you eat ferments than those of 1912, thus passing the
the
to having its own quarters. It paid
The net
Into stubborn lumps, you belch gas total of any previous year.
10 per cent dividends only last sum
21,000,- - A Remedy That Has Shown
In
been
three
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years
food gain
mer and set aside 5 per c,ent for the btii riietate sour, undigested aches 000.
and
a Most Remarkable
and acid; head is dizzy
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your
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breath
tongue
foul;
Purifying Effect
sets amount to about $37,000, and will
show that the exports of automobiles
and
bile
indigestible
with
filled
more than cover the liabilities.
moment "Pape'i and automobile accessories which
The bank is capitalized at $15,000. waste, remember the
to $2,209,413 In 1912 was
In contact with the amounted
and unless it is reopened, it is likely Diapepsin" comes
cut in half during the vear 1913. The
vanishes.
that the stockholders will lose their stomach all such distress
exports of paintings, precious stcnes,
investment. The biggest stockholder It's truly astonishing almost marvel and hides show considerable advances,
:
is Frauk Johnson, the president, who ous, and the joy is its harmlessness. and the increases In textiles was
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A large
Is in California and whose presence
cent. Paris exports have
60
a hundred dol about per
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in San Marcial might have prevented pepsin
risen in 11 years from $41,000,000 to
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the closing of the bank. He is reputed lars' worth of satisfaction
$80,000,000.
At Lat Tou Can OH Kill of Blood Trouble
to be quite wealthy.
druggist hands you your money back
S. 8. 8.
It's worth its weight in gold to men
New Mexico Society Organized
are experimenting
experts
Army
Medicine
The
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word
stom
their
The New Mexico exposition com- and women who can't get
with a new monoplane which is to abused in our language.
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purifier contains
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purpose of stimulating each cellular
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fluence In overcoming Rheumatism, Catarrh
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purifier. Price
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used portion of the license, at the
time prohibition goes into effect. Petitioner did not apply for such refund, but continued to sell Intoxicating liquors at Taiban, notwithstanding
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SMARTLY TAILORED

SPRING SUITS

BIRTHDAY

in smart new spring
Here you will find the advanced styles
Suits in
fashion centers.
suits, fresh from the freat
Come in and try on
Blues, Ta,nS, Russets, and Greys.
the work of skilled
one of these models, all of them
the cut, fashion and
tailors, and you will see at a glance
becomingness of the suit.

.

Priced $22.50 and up
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under-secreta-

FRESH NEW GINGHAMS
a large assortment of new Toile du Nord ginghams in
and the patterns
stripes, plaids, checks', and plain colors,
These ginghams are
in and look
guaranteed full count and fast colors. Come
them over now and make your selection early.

are better this spring than usual.

Price Per Yard 15c
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Mexico-Arizon-

GJ(timumca$ don,
a genealogical tree showing the orig
ins and relationships of the animal
His most ambitious work
kingdom.
has been "The Riddle of the TJnl'
verse," which was published in 1900,
In which he gave his own solution
of tho problem of the application of
the doctrine of evolution to the higher
nature of man.
Altogether Professor Haeckel has
published more than 40 books, besides almost Innumerable articles and
pamphlets. One of his most interesting controversial works was called
"Free Science and Tree Teaching," In
which, he replied to his old teacher
Professor Vlrchow, who objected tc

i

the teaching of evolution in schools
because Its was an unproved hypo.i
thesis,
How Is Your Boiler?
It has been stated that a man's
stomach Is his boiler, his body Is his
engine and his mouth the fire box. Is
your boiler (stomach) la good working order or is it so weak that it will
not stand a full load and not able to
supply the needed energy to your engine (body)? If you have any trouble
with your stomach Chamberlain's Tablets will do you good. They strengthen and invigorate the stomach and
enable it to do its wor.k naturally.
Many very remarkable cures of stomach trouble have been effected by
them. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Reynolds, Vice President.
Hallr-- t Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
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Ihe Improved

It may be backaches, headaches, the
tortures of a displacement, or Bome
ailment peculiar to her sex which
makes life a burden. Every woman
in this condition should rely upon
Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from roots and herbs,
to restore her to health, and happiness.
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WHILE THE SUPPLY LASTS

l

limHe contends that the three-yeaitation on the right to deport Chinese,
if hero unlawfully, should be "removed in so far as It affects Chinese."
The employment of aliens on vessels entering ports here, he says, "has
always led, directly or indirectly, to
numerous and flagrant violations of
both the immigration and the Chinese

n

n

16,

the number of United States citizens exclusion laws." He pointed out that
of the Chinese race is increasing at during the year between 35,000 and
a very rapid rate, although persons of 40,000 Chinese sailors entered porta
the Mongolian race cannot acquire cit- here, and the rule of giving bond for
izenship by naturalization. The pres- shore leave, he declared, "is honored
ent law permitting United States com- In the breach as ranch as In the obmissioners to make citizens should be servance." He contended that the
repealed. American citizenship Is a law should require all Asiatics lawfulproud privilege of inestimable value ly here to have a certificate of idenand of the highest dignity, and should tification, by which the "Introduction
not be granted except upon clear evi- of the Asiatlq Into the country by
dence of the right thereto and the surreptitious methods could soon betitle to same passed upon either by come too expensive to be profitable."
a court of record or by the bureau of
The report shows that 1,197,892
immigration, with the approval of the aliens were admitted last year, more
than the total for the preceding year
department of labor."
As to deportation cases, the com- by 359,720.
missioner general- - declared figures
showed the supreme court's decision
A HEALTHY,
HAPPY WIFE
of 1912 that "Chinese, like all other
aliens, who enter surreptitiously are is the greatest Inspiration a man can
subject to deportation by the adminis- have and the life of the family, yet
trative process provided is the gen- how many homes In this fair land are
eral immigration laws ws now produc- blighted by the ill health of wife and
mother!
ing most valuable results."

their birth on American soil, will be
regarded as American citizens;, although their parents cannot be naturalized."
Despite the fact that everything
possible under existing law is being
done, said Mr. Caminettl, to prevent
the entry of Chinese not entitled to be
here, "Chinese laborers are constantly
gaining admission, in the guise of
miners, sons of merchants, students,
natives or sons of natives."
"No one would dispute the propriety! and advisabiliry of ."permitting
young men of the Chinese race to obtain a higher education In this country," he adds, "provided the privilege
Is so safeguareded as to prevent its
abuse. But this claim of a student
status, now adopted much more frequently than formerly, is often used
as a mere cloak for the Introduction
into this country, in violation of the
spirit of the law, of young Chinese
laborers."
As to those Chinese who came in
under the "United States citizen"
class, being returning naiives who
had been born here or born abroad
of native-borparents, the commissioner general says there, were 4,350
of that class in the past four years,
and added:
,
"Thus it may be demonstrated that

of Chinese and other Asiatics getting
in unlawfully by serving as seamen
and deserting.
As to Japanese immigration, he express doubt as o whether the
"photograph" brides after having gone
through a marriage ceremony by
proxy, recognized as legal in Japan,
are really entitled to admission. He
says he does, not believe "any such
marriage is binding upon the United
MANY OF THEM ARE ATTAINING k States in the administration of immi
CITIZENSHIR IN UNITED
gration laws; and also that there is
no treaty with Japan, or other 'arrSTATES
angement whatsoever, that provides
Washington, Feb. 18. Commissioner for the recognition by the United
General Caminettl of the bureau of States of the
marriage of a
immigration in his first annual report, woman in Japan with a man who may
submitted, today to Secretary Wilson, be in the United States r the alleged
recomended certain modifications of date of the same." He says there
the Chinese exclusion act, and ex- seems to .be need of recognition and
pressed the opinion that great care emphasis of the statement in the forshould be taken with the "seaman's" mer commissioner general's report,
bill pending In congress, declaring which declared that the practice ot adthat "the seaman's hill on the one mitting such womeji "opens the way
hand and the immigration and Chinese for the introduction into continental
exclusion laws on the other cannot be United States of large bodies of comproperly enforced unless their terms mon laborers females, it is true, but
are brought Into substantial and prac- sels" and what he says is the danger
none the less competitors of the latical accord."
Commissioner Caminettl made no borers of this country; and this pracreference to the general question of tice must necessarily result in constitAsiatic Immigration, other than a uting a large native-borJapanese
comment on "aliens employed on ves-- population persons, who, because of
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This remarkable free offer is made possible because the manufacturers of the Improved Giant Junior wish to get quick, wide

is the latest improved
Blades are made of the

Safety Razor.

highest grade Sheffield Razor Steel each
one tested, and guaranteed by the manufacturer to give satisfaction. Extra blades
can be obtained (3 for 10c and 2c to cover
postage) from the Giant Junior Sales Co.,

distribution for this wonderful new Safety
Razor. Take advantage of this Free Offer
the world famous
to try PIPER Heidsieck
chewing tobacco with the "Champagne
Flavor."

558 West 158th Street, New York City.
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UNfTED STATES BATTLESHIP WAS
SUNK IN HAVANA SIXTEEN
YEARS AGO
An imposing
followed by im-

pressive ceremonies at Arlington National cemetery, marked the commem
oration here today of the sinking ol
the United States battleship Maine
in Havana harbor, that historic event
which startled the whole world and
fanned into flame a war fever culmi
war.
nating in the Spanish-America- n
'Although 16 fyears have passed
since that day in February, JS98,
when the Maine was literally torn to
pieces and 2G0 of her officers and
crew perished, yet each year seems
to bring added veneration for tho-- e
who lost their lives in the explosion.
Today's exercises, while centering
about the graves of the Maines heroes.
took on, however, a larger significance
in including all those of the land or
sea forces who had , sacrificed them
selves In the line of patriotic duty.
Large bodies of cavalry, artillery,
sailors and marines began assembling
through the morning for the street
parade leading to Arlington. The
forces included the troopers stationed
at Fort Meyer, the artillery with their
long line of rumbling field pieces,
large detachments of bluejackets and
marines from the warships and marine barracks in this vicinity, and the
full strength of the national guard of
the District of Columbia. Many pat
riotic societies also participated, and
in the line of march were carriages
bearing the commander in chief of the
O. A. R., Washington Gardner of Al
bion, Mich.; the. commander of the
Spanish War Veterans, John Lewis
Smith; the head of the Army and
To Cure a Cold In One Day
Navy Union, H. Ogden
Lake, and
others prominent in civic and patriotic Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUINI(
Tablets. Druggists refund motiej'
affairs.
streets as It fails to cure. E. Vv. GROVE'S
Great crowds lined-th- e
25c. Adv.
the procession moved
through the nature Is on each box.
downtown section and across the
FA.
Aqueduct bridge over the Potomac BRITAIN HOLDS POTTERY
16.
Although
Feb.
London,
the
river, to Arlington. Crossing
bridge, the parade halted to witness fordshire has for centuries prodiu
a novel and impressive feature of the more pottery than, any other dis'l
wl
day's ceremony the unloosing on the in the world, the pottery fair i?j
is
the
at
Stoke
was
today
opened
river below of a boat laden with flowers, which was set adrift down the comprehensive exhibition of pot-historic old stream, making its way ware ever held in the United K
slowly seaward until lost to view a dora., Aroused .by the cnw.
memorial to the unrecovered dead, not strides that the German pottery in
only of the Maine but of other times try has made in recent years and
and places.
growth of its foreign exports, c
buted
about
all
largely to the display et '
Arriving at Arlington
were seen the mute reminders of the annual fair in Leipzig, the Staff
Maine's glories. On one side were shire manufacturers decided to
the graves of the 'sailors, recovered In holding an exhibition of their c,
I
from the wreck of the ship and products.
for
home
the
government
by
brought
BUYING TO SAVE MONEY
final burial here. In thg foreground
Buying Foley's Honey and Tar CV
lay a huge cylinder of tapering steel,
pound saves money because Jus;;
rusty and indented, but still preserv- few doses stops the couch and c!
foreoutlines
the
of
and one bottle lasts a long time. I
ing the stately
mast of the Maine. This, too, had quickly heals raw and inflamed t;
been brought back frpm the tangled faces, stops tickling throat, har:
coughs, croup, hoarsem
wreckage, to fee erected and unveiled rasping
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O.'
later In the spring or summer, along Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Ston
I
side the graves of those who in life Adv.
.
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PIPER Heidsieck is the highest type of chewing tobacco in

Every leaf of ripe, golden brown tobacco used in
"PIPER is carefully selected from Natures choicest crops,
clean, sweet and delightfully mellow.
The wonderful "Champagne Flavor" of PIPER Heid- sieck distinguishes tnis ramous brand rrom all otner tooac- flavor has won PIPER
cos. This rich, pleasing, wine-lik- e
I more friends than any other high-grad- e
chewing tobacco
in the world.
A trial will make you a permanent user of this delicious
wholesome, healthful and satisfying tobacco.
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This Free "Giant Junior" Safety Razor is' offered by the
.
i
...i
- N - emerensms msrcnani.it vmoz-- names appear uciuw.
i incur
u mm uMMaa supply of Safety Razors is limited and they cannot detain
dealers right away. Get 10s
more so call on the nearest cf these
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THE AMERICAN
BAILY'S
519

CURIO STORE.
S'xth St.

0. U GREGORY
511a Lincoln St.

TCSACCO COMPANY

RED CROssS DRUG CO.
Cor. Bridge St. Plaza

O. G. SCHAEFER

Opera Housa Corner

J. H. STEARNS
602 604 Douglas Ave.
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Washington, Feb. Id
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CHEWING TOBACCO (Champagne Flavor)
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To Every Purchaser of 10c Worth of PIPER Heidsieck Tobacco
The Giant Junior
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had seen the flag wh't
topmost point. At til'itr t
mast lay two great a'clii
Maine. Today mast -- ni a m i
strewn with flowers, two i.
wreaths coming from tn; V,
from pair;
House, and others
bodies and citizens.
As the parade made its way ski
through the grounds, a salvo of a
lery greeted the raising of the
to full mast. The invocation of
day was delivered by Bishop Hard
Protestant Episcopal bishop of V
ington. The exercises included
dresses by Mr. Lake, Colonel J
McElroy, a commemorative adJr,
by Mrs. Ida M. Galloway, past pn
dent general of the United Span,
War Veterans Auxiliary, and the
citing of the recessiona.-- by Mrs. V
bel Worrell Ball, chairman of I
f
woman's executive committee.
An impressive feature of the c';
ing exercises was the sounding of t j
the final goodnight by many b''
ers widely separated at remote poi
throughout the vast cemetery,
after another taking tip the dy
echoes and passing them along fi
point to point like old time signf
ing of war days.
President Menocal of Cuba sen
message which was read today at j
exercises in Arlington National ce i
tery in memory of the sixteenth
niverasry of the sinking of the Ma
In Havana harbor. He could not
present, and he delegated Manuel I
la Vega, charge d'affaires of the
ban legation here, 'to attend as 1
I
representative.
"Be certain, however," read
message, "that my mind will be v
you all, for I Jiave to mourn as v;
as you, those who, as the brave c
cers and sailors of the' Maine, dj
in the fulfilment of rieir duty. Pie j
transmit to all the members of
battleship memorial committee the
pressions of my deepest sympathy.
Rear Admiral Sigsbee, in cour.ti
of the Maine, when the vessel v.
to the bottom of Havana harbor, ei
t
from New York a letter of
f
he could not be here.
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The Golden Staff cf Life
Bread is the staff of life and
electric toast is
ks most delicious and healthful form.
There's no use trying to demonstrate or even to imagine
that ordinary toast is as good as electric toast. In making
golden-brow-

n

ordinary toast it is very difficult to avoid burning the bren-Jand burnt bread is somethi" ; eiy vry d
t
mt '
tliee!
t
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't:i
crisp and delicate toast
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sated while the 'less efficient man will
not be without means of support and
will have a spur to increase hia effi-

HOSPITAL

DID

A A

FEBRUARY

16,

MINSTREL SHOW

1914.

El'

,

MINISTER'S

when the machine overturned and
both were seriously hurt The others
injured were Mrs. A. W. Pipes of
Mont,, taken to a hospital at
Santa Monica, with the motor driver,
and two girls, only slightly Injured.
Pol-so-

ciency, will also come intime. A betESTABLISHED 1879.
ter understanding of the mutuality of
Interest of employer and employe
must come In time, A" better underPublished by
KINKAID IS "KIDDED"
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
,
standing of the mutuality of Interest
1)111)
of employer and employe must come
(Incorporated.)
Washington, Feb.
Nebraska
Moses P. Klnkaid
and will come. Trade unionism Is
was hissed in the house;, today when
here to stay. The defects will be cor&L M. PADGETT.
....Editor.
rected in time as a result of the oper- ANNUAL REPORT OF LAS VEGAS YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN OF REV. MR. HARRIS PLEASES LARGE he called up his bill to provide that
'
CHURCH ARRANGE FOR ENINSTITUTION SHOWS ACCOMCONGREGATION AT BAPTIST
ation
the marriage of a homestead .enty-maJEWS.
to a homestead entrywoman jshall
TERTAINMENT
PLISHMENTS OF YEAR
CHURCH
not impair the right of either to a
THU CHILD'S IIKALTH N ,' Financial statement of the Las VeTwo large congregations, morning patent. The bill was passed but not
The young people of the First ChrisIIOMI3 ANI SCnOOL
for
will
show
endfiscal
gas
the
a
minstrel
and
Hospital
church
tian
gtve
year
evening, greeted tne new Baptist until after Mr. Klnkaid had run the
v Entered at the postoffice at East
November 30, 1913.
at. the Christian taber- minister, J. Milton Harris, who came gauntlet of chaffing rrom hfs r coling
evening,
Friday
trans
New
for
Mexico,
,&as Vegas,
Two problems concerning the health Balance In bank December 1,
nacle. This will, be an evening of fun
Vegas from rtennsylvania to leagues, who Insisted on knowing
pnJBslon through the United
and physical and mental development
1912
inten$ 143.13 and sociability to those who attend.
fill the pulpit vacated by the Rev. N. whether he had matrimonial!
vail as eecond class matter,
vl
of a child confront thoughtful par"
a
is
bacneior.
He
is
Excellent
tions.
B.
'
Receipts
Green.
ibeing
preparation
I- ents today, consideration of the child State warrants
$2,807.02
John
made for this entertainment
Mr. Harris made a fine impression
i
outside of school and attention to its Patients and other
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Burks has met with the young people upon those who heard hini He Is a
1
environment within the school.
sources
Carrier
Dally, by
4,270.89
New York, Feb. 16. The severest
a number of times and instructed young man with a phasing personal1 .05
Whether in country or in city, the Donations
S?r Copy
1,055.74
them In the ways of a minstrel. Much ity, a strong, logical speaker, perfect- setback' which the market has experi.15 home Influence on its health is most Entertainments
Pae Week
522.15
practicing will be done this week. The ly natural in his delivery, and has enced this year came today. Prices
1 r.
ex
A constant and controlVV important.
;uQ JUtfUUi
interlocutor and end men are asked to something to say In each sentence of at, last broke away from the approxi7.50 lable factor is its food.
Herein lies Total receipts
lie Year
$8,655.80
meet tonight at the Y. M. C. A. All his sermons, or sermonettes, as he mate level, which had been maintain1
the home responsibility of the moth- Total available cash
Daily, by Mall
8,798.93 who will take part are expected
ed for weeks. Further suspension of
to prefers to call them.
$6.00 er. She must learn that the food of
K)ne year (In advance)
Disbursements
on
be present
The morning and evening services the new freight rate slated by the inTuesday evening at
3.00 the growing child is next
'(Six Months (in advance)
only In im- Groceries and meats. 2,700.03
tabernacle.
the
were
provided by Dr. William Howe, terstate commerce commission ended
7.50 portance to its feeding as an infant;
Year (in arrears)
Wages of
2,107.92
A social committee is working to the choir leader, with a fine pro- all hopes of a speery advance and
' C&x Montha (in arrears)
3.75 and that the greatest good comes to
1,076.05
Wages of help
make this affair a great success so gram. In the morning a choir of 15 railroad shares bought in anticipation
it from plain, nutritious, well cooked Milk
. .377.55
,
The advisory board of the voices sang an anthem "Jesus Lover of a rise when the increase was grantcially.
and.
that
it
digested
and
food;
easily
STOCK
Drugs
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hospital
WEEKLY
has
asked the young people of My Soul" and Miss Bland of Al- ed, were unloaded.
church
,
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'
' 294.44
needs certain foods for body strucsupplies-,
GROWER
Industrials were repressed . by reto give this entertainment as a church buquerque sang a solo accompanied
382.05
$2.00 ture and other foods to supply heat Incidentals
One Year
social. Tile young people are deter- by a flute played by Victor Waite ports bt reductions in wages of steel
302.20
. 1.00 and energy. A child should frolic and Fuel
. (Six Months
mined- to give an excellent program. which was enjoyable. In the evening mill workers. Steel, which has been
romp and play because there is a nat- Dry goods, furniture
a choir of men's voices led the sing- conspicuously firm recently,
ural relation between such muscular
168.78
and hardware
Issue pering and for the offertor ya male quin- freely, and weakness of this
(Cash In Advance for Mall
activitp and the proper performance Improvements and
meated the whole list. The liquidaMARRIAGES
FEW
TOO
tette
selection.
a
sang
Subscriptions)
B29.62
of such food material in carrying on
repairs ..
It is Mr( ,JJari8fu desire to make tion of minor shares also had an un'Remit by check, draft or money
at-- ,
373.15
their
functions. The mother 'miiil? al Laundry
not
we
his
will
sent
otherwise
services, attractive ip.,every way, settling effect The; break failed to
wfler. If
SAYS REV.
so realize tftat rest lis as Important Lights
187.20
market
'
and
the
outside
tract
buying,
and he issues a cordial invitation to
t responsible for loss.
for the child as play, and that suffi- Insurance
4o.0t)
all those not affiliated with other made no recovery during the morn:
Specimen copies free on application cient
quiet, restful sleep does its equal
were heai'y- MINISTER DECLARES TOO MANY churches to attend the First Baptist ing. Bonds
8,760.59
were estimated at
part in storing energy and bringing Total disbursements
sales
Foreign
church each Sunday.
PEOPLE NOWADAYS REMAIN
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT about perfect
Union showed
development. Children
Western
shares.
50,000
SINGLE
EXPIRATION OF TIME
need .sunshine and fresh air, and at Balance in bank
nearly
rising
exceptional strength,
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December 1, 1913
in Cennight should sleep in a
Pool
three
"
operations
points.
Rev. J. L. I mh of spoke at the Chris ROMEROYILLE KOAD
Number of patients, days of treat
room with the windows well down
tral Leather continued to force the
tabernacle last night on "The
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ment
and deaths, per month, during
nriee unward. and it sold at 35, the
Advertisers are guaranteed the from the top. They should be bathed
He said In part:
But the fiscal year ending November 30, Family."
since 1910.
WILL
BE
FAST
highest
C&rgest dally and weokly circulation regularly and properly clothed.
ONE
"A few days ago I received a letter
All
the
of any newspaper In northern New no matter how well fed and clothed, 1913,
snap and activity went out
entitled 'Why are You Single?' As the
how clean and well nourished previ
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Chanty
when efforts were made
market
of
the
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Days
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was associated with rumors that the
TO GO SOME
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Main 2 environment does not
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undermine its Jan. 1913 7
telephone company's holdings of the
News Department
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....Main 9 health. Herein lies the responsibility Feb.
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Within the next week the road be- telegraph stock would be syndicated.
not be worth consideration. Ministers
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17
of the father, as a citizen and tax- Mar.
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The market closed heavy. A sharp
frequently have seen the need of more which has been
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April
It is his money that mainpayer.
in the petroleum snares, in which
a
fall
regenundergoing
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interest in some things that make for
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ir. Eliot tecame adviser for the and its condition so weakened as to Nov,
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It The
many reasons. One is financial.
arid in general, says the St. Louis render it vulnerable to the attacks of
is practically completed Reading
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........166
costs much to support a modern famt.
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He condensed nec- - infectious disease.
96
now, lacking only dragging and grad- Southern Pacific
Any one, on re!
ily. Many even of the educated class,
shelf and flection, will be impressed with the
Respectfully submitted,
ssary literature to a
in several places. Las Vegans Union Pacific
161
ing
do not have salaries
sufficient for who
MRS. OLIVE BOUCHER,
also fixed up a religious creed for the futility of expecting a maximum pro
I
65
have visited this new stretch are United States Steel
such support.
President,
future. He did not content himself gression, physical and mental, where
enthusiastic about the manner in United States Steel, pfd.
"Romance is decreasing. Young peoMRS. L. A. SHANK,
v.lth abridgment of the latter, but children are housed in overcrowded
which s being built. The credit bedo not, fall in love to the extent
ple
Secretary
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
jractlcalr denatured it. He has also classrooms with little or no moisture
longs to the road commission, which
Subscribed and sworn to before me that they once did , but they mate. We has placed all Its efforts toward maktaken an Interest in the civil service in the air compelled to breathe dry
Feb. 16. Wheat prices
Chicago,
and made some strictures on the sec- titiated air and to attempt mental this thirteenth day of February, A D, are developing a false type of individ- ing the roads in San Miguel county hardened today, influenced by the
ualism which does
'f'-itake sufficient-
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,asks with suffocated brain-ceil- s
de 1914.
ISABEL
HENRY,
I tions of Its spirit.
Having settled llt- - 1 rived of natut's generous supp'.? cf
Notary Public.
erary, religious, diplomatic and politic oxygen.
This is tne condition in (Seal)
My comission expires Nov. 16,1914.
al affairs, he now turns to the indus a largo number ,. of schoolroonv
trial world and passes upon trades throughout the land today.
unions. While admitting that trade
o
TUCSON'S GOOD SHOWING
unionism has raised wages and short- The housewife whd visits the Pan
ned hours and improved working conInternational
exposition
Washington, Fob. 16. The results
ditions, he charges that it has had a will find in the palace of liberal arts of the fifth week's match in the Pub
liad effect on the character and happi-- an exhibit?" of the methods of adulter
lic High School Rifle Shooting league
.Jiess of the workers. He insist that ation of food products, drugs, and shows Cedar
Rapids, Ii. high for
rhIg!heT jwages.lBhorter hours and better even of dry goods, and will have the class C.
Among the other, scores:
clothes will ijot bring genuine happi- privilege of seeing daily, demonstra- Tucson, Ariz.,
High, 877; St. Louis
ness; that the workers must, before tions of ways of detecting these adul Manual Training school, 787; Auburn,
they can become happy, get satisfac- - terations. Chief Theodore Hardee of Cal., 923.
the department has planned this as
'tion out of their woric,
The defects pointed out are not re- a special pure food educational dis
sults of trade unionism, hut mere lncl- - play. Best methods employed in predents, iwhlch may be corrected. Trade serving foods in all parts of the globe
unionism is now torn with, dissensions, will be shown.
due tOj different views of the future.
On the one hand are the conservative
workmen, who (believe that collective ELKS'
when body and brain are
MINSTREL
bargaining will enable them to further
properly nourished.
increase their wages and improve
EVENING
iThen the human maworking conditions and prevent overcrowding of the crafts. On the other
chine runs smoothly.
hand there are certain dreamers who
look upon
as "slaves" SHOW IS POSTPONED ONE NIGHT;
-and who insist that the battle should
McGREEVY, TO BE THE
MIDDLEMAN
tie to destroy capitalistic industry en
FOOD
tirely. These tlreamrs are not a
The date for the staging of the
unit in plan, some seeking to accom
made of wheat and barley,
plish their end by gradual evolution Elks minstrel show has been changed
vhile others are frankly for, open war from Thursday night to Friday night.
supplies the ppwer-maki- n
fare. .The extremists favor sabotage, This change was made on; account of
body elements. AlsY'r-- j
which-wouldestroy machinery in other attractions which will take .place
tain ; mineral salts (Phoscharsre of the workers and purposely this week and also, to sal jtow the cast
make the operation of any industry more time for rehearsals.
phate of Potash, etc.) often
The interest In this show is strong
under the present system unremunera-tiv'e- .
lacking in the every-da- y
One of the leaders of the ex- and the attendance is expected to be
diet, but which are vitally
tremists recently declared that there the largest ever known, for a local
ashould bo at least one strike a year talent play. The show is a good one
balanced
necessary
la each craft. The organization of and the Elks promise to put it on in
and
up-kenerve
brain
"which he Is spokesman was declared 'such a way as to please everyone.
of active men and women.
this week by Mr. Walsh of the federal
Jack McGreevy, the famous vaude
commission on Industrial relations, to ville man who Is wintering in Las
If you expect to accomtie an avowed criminal conspiracy Vegas, will hold down ilie middleman
which boasts of its criminality.
This valuable addition to
position.
plish something
But this element does not control the cast will be a ibig feature.
while, prepare for it by
Sra3a unionism and, despite some exSeveral members of the symphony
feeding; right.
pressions of alarm, lg not even in- - orchestra have offered their services
-'iin influence. Time will bring to the Elks and their assistance is
"There's a Reason"
changes in methods criticised greatly appreciated. It doubtless will
for
f' I Eliot hTe hostility against add to the musical feature of the
'h
k
' "mipensatlon as an Incentive to show.
. Grape-Nuf- s
' '
The tickets for the minstrel were
nny will ;rrow less. The grad-- i
y of crafts, w that ti.e man of su-- , placed
on sale this morning with a
sold by grocers
tir ability will bv better coiopen- - large advance reservation.

retary of state for his patent

viola-

ama-Pacif-

,

BiWork

Possible
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wage-worke- rs
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"worth
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not
01,1
the best in the state.
fact that the world shluments were
ly into consideration the welfare of
In addition to the Dridges thai'have small and by statements that rain
society.
been built the road has been pliced
"There are a few who sincerely beon practically a straight line. '"Gutlieve that they can accomplish more
ters have been constructed on either
for the common gooa by remaining
side of the road to carry orf all water
This number is tooj large.
single.
in the rainy season and to drain the
However, society does well to excuse
highway
speedily at all times. The
many of these from the cost of supof the earth of the road is
quality
iZ
porting a family.
such: that following a rain or snow
0)
"Are a few single persons alone
and considerable travel it will be
sinful in their attit'de toward the
and in condition for all kinds
Let us first b& honest. F. packed
family?
of use. , One f eaturAJihat la especially
C. S. Schiller, in writing from Engworthy of mention is that the
land, says: 'The birth rate per marhas worked a plan to omit
riage has in a generation sunk from all curves as much as
possible, thus
four jand a half to two and 4s .now
any possible danger and
eliminating
only half the size required to keep up also making a prettier
roadway.
the numbers in those classes.' The
criticism has
Although
considerable,
f
same tendency is found In America.
been direejjagainsth people liv
Families of the better class "are small-eron ine .yvesp siae ror me aump
than formerly. ine most unfit ing
are maintaining on the
ground
have "large families. We can begin to Santa Fethey
trail
just houth of this city,
see the result It is stated that the
the dumpers continue 10 throw rub'
state of K6w York already spends
bish there, To look into the future
and ; sometimes so much a bit,
the,, people who" are allowing
as
of Its revenue on the suptrash and pother material to be dumpport of its defectives.
ed at this place likely will be the first
"More Interest must be taken in eu- to
remark as to the deplorable condigenics, If the race is to make prog- tion of the
surroundings of the naress. The great message of the church tional
highway at this place. It has
has Been individual salvation. Inter- been
suggested that the West side
est Is growing rapidly in social salva- authorities take action to
prohibit this
tion, The' family "must5 ibe included
unprogressive mode" of disposing of
within these two salvations, if we ex- worthless material
.along the national
pect the best results.
highway..,
'Divorce is common.' Many women
prefer society funtf'ons Jo faring, for
bables.i Fathers are often' nfbre InterAUTO KILLS
ested in business or m some profession than in the welfare of their boys.
AN AGED SOLDIER
We have nothing to take the place of
f
the family. Who will interest more
people in a greater evotion to the
DAVE
LEWIS LOSES CONTROL
Lm
things that make for the welfare of
HIS
OF
CAR DURING PRAC-TICthis institution? Would not more baby
HEAT
shows be worth while?" ;
of O
m JL L m
m mJm
com-Jni&si-

1?.rH)f77)r.)

ManufacturinjQptician
was Interfering with the harvest in a
large part of India. Decreasing stocks
northwest of here counted also against
the bears. The market, after opening
a shade off to a shade up, made a
moderate general advance. The close
was VV4, cent net advance.
Higher cables had a bullish effect
on corn.
Pit offerings were light.
cent
Prices started a shaflo to
above Saturday night's close and
scored some further gain. The close
was easy, at the same as Saturday
night to a sixteenth ingher.
In oats, a little scattered buying
proved sufficient to keep the market
firm, but fluctuation were unimpor-

tant.
Provisions suffered from lack of demand. First transactions were at unchanged prices to a decline of 265
cents and there was a subsequent additional sag. The last quotations were
as follows:
Wheat, May 93; July 88.
Corn, May 65; July 64.
Oats, May 39; July 39.'
Pork, May $21.77.
Lard, May $10.95; July $11.15.
Ribs, May $11.65; July $11.80.
.

CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

Kansas City, Feb. 16. Hogs, receipts 8,000. Market 5 cents higher.
Bulk $8.408.55; heavy $8.458.60;
packers and butchers $8.358.55;
lights $8.208.50; pigs $78.
Cattle, receipts 12,000. Market steady to 10 cents lower. Prime fed
beef
steers $8.409.25;
dressed
steers $7.258.25; western steera
$78.40; southern steers $6.258;
cows $4.257.50; hetfers $6.759;
stockers and feeders $6.258; bulls
$67.50; calves $6.5010.50.
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Market steaLambs $7
dy to 10 cents lower.
7.65; yearlings $6g6.50; wethers
'

ewes

$5.255.75;

$4.755.75.
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Los Angeles, Feb. 16. Driving 50
miles an hourjn a practice heat over
the Santa Monica course, Dave Lewis,
an entry in the Vanderbilt cup race,
lost control of his car today and dash
ed into a crowd, killing one man and
injuring five persona, including himself
and three women, The man killed
was Louis G. Smith, a civil war vet-

DRY ELKS' CLU3

Silver City, N. M., Feb. 16. Acting
under - instructions from the district
attorney's office, Sherifr McCrath
this morning served notice on W. J.
Rose, steward of the, Elks' club, and
M. J.' Kelly, exalted rule,r of the Elks
'
,
lodge, either to take out a'retail liquor eran.1
license or close tip the bar, which Is ; Lewis and hia mechanician, E. It,
Arnott, were pinned under the car
operated in the club roonife.
,
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visit

came In yesterday after,
moon from Clayton for a ehort business visit,
,,
J. M. McCracken came in yesterday evening from El Paso for a short
business visit.
Cosman of
Mr. and Mrs. David
Hochester, N. Y., were visitors in Las
Vegas yesterday.
Dr. H. M. Smith left this afternoon
for Roswell where he will be for a
short time on legal business.
E. K. McKenzie of Terre Haute,
Ind., arrived in Las Vegas last night
and will be a visitor here for several
days.
Louis Rudulph came in Saturday
night from Rociada to attend the
funeral of Homer F. TLIton, his brother-in-law- .
C. A. Shaw

E. ROMERO HOSE AND

FIRE

COM-

PANY PREPARING FOR ITS
'
BIG
DANCE
P

Arrangements for the 10. Romero
and Fire company's big. masquerade dance, xto be given at. the
Duncan opera house next Monday
night, are progressing nicely and In
dications "are that" It wul'bVa big affair in, every way.'
Yesterday the firemen made a trip
into the hills to obtain greenery for
decorations. They Intend to make
the decorative feature of the ball one
that surpasses anything ever attempted in this city.
The ticket sale has been good thus
far and much encouragement is given
the fire boys by the support tendered
J. E. Powers, connected with the them by the business men.
state water service, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas yesterday from
Hose

Santa

Fe.
NEW THEATER TO BE
Mr. and Mrs. C. Garrison of Detroit, Mich., arrive nere Saturday
ON CORRECT LINES
.evening and will be visitors for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Collamer of
Hilton, N. Y., arrived in Las Vegas THOMAS ROSS PLANS TO ERECT
HANDSOME STRUCTURE IN
Saturday and will be visitors here for
BRIDGE STREET
several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Logan Eisele of New
The new motion picture show to
"York city, arrived in Las Vegas Satbe erected on Bridge street by Thomas
urday evening and will be visitors
Ross is to be, the best structure of its
here for a short time.
J. G.
representative for the kind in the southwest, according to

'

,

Allard,
Internal revenue service of the United States in the western division, was
a. business visitor here yesterday.
Earl V. Herzog, formerly a Las
Vegas boy and well known here, came
in last night for a. few days' stay
on business. He came from St. Louds.
Tim O'Leary, chief special officer
for the Santa Fe Railway company,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
yeBterday from bis headquarters in
Yueblo, Colo.
E. T. Plowman,

manager of this
district of the Harvey system, came
in yesterday afternoon from El Paso,
where he has been confined for some
time on account of illness.; Mr. Plowman is considerably improved and
glad to be home again, he says.

his prediction. The plana for the
building have been completed by E.
W. Hart The edifice is to be located
on the lots immediately west of the
Winters drug store. It will be 42
feet in width by at least 100 feet in
length. It will be of brick and cement
with handsome stucco finish. In
front there will be a beautiful lobby,
and the Interior will be finished in
beautiful style. The seats and other
equipment will be of the most modern
make, while the heating will be done
by a steam plant
The building will be equipped with
a portable stage and the latest iin
proved mirror; curtain. A space 40
by 45 feet will be reserved for danqing. This will be located immediately

FEBRUARY

pjrc ma.
All Elks

DANCE BEGINS AT 9 O'CLOCK
Captain Robert Powers, located at
Manila f. U will arrive in Las Vegas
this evening for a few days' visit
with iisi brother; Stephen Powers of
this city.
Miss pella Mclntyre of El Paso
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
passed through Las Vegas last night
Roniaine.r-Adv- .
on her way to Iowa .where she has
A, A. Battmer of Albuquerque was
been called on, account of the serious
business visitor here today.
Illness of her father Miss Mclntyre
C. F. Steinback of Denver was a
was formerly a resident of this city.
commercial visitor here today.
J. W. Hesselden of Wagon Mound
was a business visitor here today.
J. R. James came in last night from GREENERY TO BE USED
Jlaton for a short business .visit.
Mrs. J. Marlow of El Paso came In, TO DECORATE THEATER
Saturday evening for a few days'

MONDAY,

16,

raw i. ait ir Mir mr 'o

OLnd

THE BIG DANCE OF THE WEEK

the stage, and wil be between the stage and the raised In
cline. The floor is to be of polished
maple. The electrical fixtures will be
beautiful and the ventilation system
perfect. Large exits will be numerous, permitting the hall to be emptied
quickly in case of necessity. Mr!
Ross says he will begin the erection
of, a building as soon as the Bridge
street paying has been inaugurated.
.Slmpkins brothers are considering
leasing the new theater.
in front of

-

follow.
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TRUST
BEGAN DU3INESS, OCTOUER.,
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Deposits '
Loans '
Total Resources

BUY

YCUH

LACES
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committed suicide at his hotel here
esterday, was demanded today by
Sis friends and relatives here. Con- enoo was expressed that such an
will disclose that the affairs
of the state treasurer's office have
been correctly administered. William
H. Kennedy, the son, sent a telegram
to Governor Glynn urging an audit of
hla father's accounts as state treas
urer.
,.
No explanation of the suicide was
forthcoming' today other than that
first given out that fr. Kennedy took
his life while temporarily deranged
from brooding over the impending orfet thehands
deal of
of District Attorney Charles S..' Whit
man.
Mr. Kennedy killed himself yester
day at the Marken hotel, where he
lived with his wife, con and daughter.
He cut his throat with a razor in a
lavatory adjoining the ball room of
the hotel. The body was found by his
son.
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who have had cakes ruined Jby jarring the
stove, slamming the oven door oFa "heavy footstep," may
have wondered how the dining car chef can turn out such
marvelous biscuits, hot breads and pastry when his oven
is being incessantly jarred and jolted end shaken by the
motion of the train;
,'
';!;
i Those

'

;

To get pastry to raise and stay raised under these conditions, a baking powder must be used that continues to give off
its leavening gas that sustains the raise until the dough is
baked through.
V
,

',

'

Dining Car Chefs have found a baking powder exactly suited
to their needs in K C and you will find it just as well suited to
your requirements. K C is really a blend of two baking powders,
onev active as soon as moistened, the other requiring both moisture and heat to start the generation of leavening gas. No matter
how moist and rich you make your cake, K C Baking Powdfr will
sustain the raise until a crust is formed and ail danger of failing
is past

....

K C Baking Powder is pure and healthful. It is guaranteed
under all pure iood laws, and is guaranteed to please you. And it
is sold at a reasonable price no baking powder should sell for more.
61
Try a can at our risk and be convinced.

, Books Reported All Right
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 16. Accounts
from the comptroller's office today
reported after examining the books of
former State Treasurer Kennedy that
they were In perfect condition. The
examination today went back only 1o
last Monday but at that time thoy
were balanced by the same men who
made the audit today and pronounce 1
correct. An audit of the books from
the time Mr. Kennedy took office vp

AT THE
5-1-

0

&

25Gc3tSlcre

(Per Yd.
5 tiCKiS

See them Displayed in our

Feb. 12,'

1914

$184,157.18; Increase
201,374.87; Increase
319,225.19; Increase

75
70
47

per cent paid on Savings and Time Deposits and

4

DETAIL SCORE OF
THE ST. GEORGE

.GAME
KANSAS PLAYERS SAY THEY WILL
GIVE Y. M. C. A. A HARD
GAME WEDNESDAY

The detail scores of the St. George,
Kas., bowling team were received at
the Y. M. C. A. this morning. They
tally exactly with the telegram received right after the match. The
series is creating a lot of excitement
up there, so the letter states, over
200 people turning out to see the Kan
sas boys roll. Their manager is by
no means discouraged by their first
defeat, admitting that his boys were
excited or had stage fright They
promise to pick up in the next game,
which will be played Wednesday
'
' '
night.
'Following are the scores:
St. George, 2,367
1st 2d 3rd
222 165 170
Fred Boyieu

.

C.C.Custer

-

Las Vegas,
'"

"''

Hanson
LeNolr .
Ungaro Winters
Smith

161
166
153
149

162
186
158
118

779

794

794

2,931
'"

'

i!

151
146
143
117

--

Jst 2d.

187

-

216

.194
44

169

-1-

3rd
227
222
206
220
160

227
169
209
174

$7

principles, Reliable

Gold and Silver Spangles. . . ,10c
Fleischer's German Yarn. ...10c

Bone Tatting Shuttles. ..... 10c
Women's Slumber Slippers. .20o
Men's Slumber Slippers. .. ,23c
25c
2 Musical Postcards . i
Pillow Tops (special vaiue).10o
Men's Flanelette nisbtsowns 31c
Boys Coruroy Knee Punts. . .C'Jo
Extra large Japanese llu:,'3. .IPa
3 Cups and Saucers
...2:s
2Za
Japanned Coal Buckets
, '.rc
0 boxes Toothpicks
Double zino Washboards. . . :;r.c
'c
5 Silk Hair Nets............
6 cakes Toilet Soap ........ 25c
r
3 bottles Blueing. ,
2"
Junket
3 packages
10 l.lbs. O'Ster She!!.. .. ... ,2"c

f I
!

5

I!

information,

per cent on Checking Accounts.

2

ment of the American Bowling congress.
Johnny Kilbane vs. Jack White, 10
rounds, at Milwaukee.
"K. O." Brown vs. Patsy Drouillard,
S rounds, at
Windsor, Ont.
Thursday
First squad of the New York Giants
leave for the training camp ai Mar- lin, Tex.
Friday
Bud Anderson vs. Red Watson 20
rounds, at San Franmsco.
Eddie Moha vs. Joe Welling, 10
rounds, at La Crosee, Wis.
Saturday
Opening of annual show of Cincin
nati Automobile Dealers' association.
Anuual bench show of Airedale Terrier Club of New York, New York

Irving Park Country ciud in this city
tonight and will continue through tha
week. The entries inemde many of the
best teams In Indiana, Illinois, Minne
sota, Wisconsin, Ohio, Michigan and
Iowa. Titles will be awarded for two
d
classes the
class and the
unlimited weight class. The winning
teams in each division will be given
a large bronze plaque, emblematic of
the championship, while the players
will receive gold, silver and bronze
medals, according to the place ia
wftich their team finishes.
Subscribe for The Optic.

AND CESSPOOL

VAULT

City.

CLEANING

Joe Mandot vs. Johnny Griffiths, 10
rounds, at New Orleans.

Those desiring1, work done
will please call on or phone

BASKETBALL TITLE MEET
Chicago, Feb. 16. Basketball teams

A. W.

ail over the central district of the
Amateur Athletic union are manifesting a lively interest In the championship tournament which opens at the

Patterson-La-

aS

Street

Phone Main 43

lull

es

s

For the best on the market today sea us.
n
or plain thread, f.lichelin tutes
Miller
Non-Ski-

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto. ,

need-

c

948 1035

MSi-."- 8-'

Individual average? of both teams:
Hanson, 220; Ungaro, 210; Winters,
196; LeNoir, 192; Boyles, 185; Teagiie,
166, Custer, 158; Tauer, 151;. Miller,

si i

L.i

ALL

Al luA

m ITS FEEFECTKESI

EKAKIEO

Thoi;Eas"erfas Automobil

and Machine. SIiop'

CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK

Monday

s

Vejjas Transfer Co.
523 Sixth

,

Ills Uc:!i

per cent

verdict of;our customers

Courteous treatment, efficient and prompt applicatI6n of banking
Reasonable loans, Reasonable rates.

.,.,.

cfcl

per cent
per cent

n,

wia-- .

dow.

4,800.00

CONDITION

128.

Linen Cluny Laces
LinenTarchonLacesV
Valencia Laces....)

!

Progressive, Clean, Up to Data No bad or questionable paper. No Overdrafts, no Real Estate.

;

'

tm

.

,;-

fi";-v'-;$Pi-

SALE

6.328.C7

-.

SECURITY

M

Special Xtra

$114,220.00

Personal supervision Executive Board, weekly meetings. Sigmfund Nahm, Bernhardt Appel, Geo. II.
:
Hunker, Geo. E. Morrison, Charles Danziger, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris.
Examination by State Banking Auditor.
;
v
j
Independent examination by special Banking Auditor employed by Board of Directors.

John Tauer
H. Miller

LIFE

.

...

:

il

GROWTH
12, 1913
$105,003.23
154,633.61
217,723.06

A. G. Teague!

PROMINENT OFFICIAL

...

... .
..-

Feb.

Gil-mo-

Chris-toi'l'erso- n

Complete
Buffalo, N. Y;,!Feb. J
investigation of '"tha "WairFof former
State Treasurer John J. Kennedy, who

I

CO.

1912

...

Capital c
Surplus and Undiyided Profits
Dividend Paid January 1st, 1914- -

Chris-tofferson'-

FORMER STATE TREASURER OF
NEW YORK CUTS HIS THROAT
IN A HOTEL ROOM

ELKS

PEOPLES BANK

$100 REWARD, $100

.

N

f

to the date of his death probably will

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least i
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that la Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
i Cure is the
only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundaUon of the
MARY STEINBACHER DEAD
disease, and giving the patient
10
at
at
o'clock
Yesterday morning
strength by building up the consUtu-tio- n
St.. Anthony's sanitarium Miss Mary
and assisting nature in doing its
Steinbacher died following an illness work. The proprietors have so much
which covered seven years. Miss faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
.Steinbacher was 21 years of age and case that it fails to cure. Send
for
had been a resident of Las Vegas for list of testimonials.
the past three years, residing at Uie
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To'
ledo, Ohio.
sanitarium.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
"The body was sent to Garnet, Kas.,
Take Hall's Family Pills for constithis afternoon, accompanied by Sister pation. Adv.
Mary Senera, mother superior of the
sanitarium. Burial will occur at that
FEDERALS ARE ACTIVE
'
Chicago, Feb. , 16. President
place this week. The body7' was prereached tawn today from the
pared for its journey lly'thlA Vegas
r east with a" check for $25,000 given
Undertaking company.
Miss Steinbacher was a native of by R. p. Ward of the new Brooklyn
Garnet, Kans., where she lived until Federal league clwb, who asked that
five years ago. She obtained her the president "use it to get him a maneducaUon there and later went to ager and a player.
Santa Barbara, "al., where she remainGilmore refused to say that any
ed for two years, befoie coming to change in the makeup of the league
Las Vegas. She was a young woman would result from his interview, with
of excellent character and was loved Fred Bramley at Cleveland yesterday,
by the sisters and patients at the but rumors reached the city with his
sanitarium.
arrival here that the Buffalo franMiss Steinbacher is survived by two chise might be transferred, to Clevesisters, Miss Margaret Steinbacher of land. None of the Federal leaguers
Deer Lodge, Mont, and Miss Stella would discuss the repdrt that an agent
Steinbacher of Garnet, Kas.
of the league had approached Mike
Dolan, the Philadelphia Nationals'
SCALES HIGH RANGE
,
shortstop, at Nice.: A Chicago paper
Los Angeles Feb. 16. Silas
printed the story, which was sent by
to
arrived
its correspondent wiA the world tour
San Francisco
ists. Crawford and Speaker are other
Cal.,
a
in
from
Bakersfield,
biplane
day
having flown over the Tenachapl and tourists said to have been offered po
Coast Range mountains, which had sitions with the Federals. The an
resisted all previous attempts of avi- nouncement was made that Eugene
Packard had been transferred from
ators. In crossing the Sierras
at times went as high as the Chicago Federals to the Kansas
7,000 feet, nearly 2,000. feet above the City team.
Demands for Ed ..Sweeney are so
highest peaks. He made the 170
45
minutes.
miles In three hours and
strong that the Federals have nearly
Christofferson started last Monday to despaired of landing the New York
Negotiations are still in
fly fromi San Francisco to San Diego catcher.
however.
The transfer of
that
the
to
progress,
trip
complete
intending
day. In attempting to pass over the the Toronto franchise to Brooklyn
Tehachapi mountains he was driven includes the transfer of the services
back by, high winds.. Returning to of William Bradley, who, however,
Bakersfield Christofferson equipped probably wiu not be manager.
his biplane with a more powerful
motor and,, yesterday again endeavor
To Cure a Cold tn One Day
ed to fly over the mountains, but the
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE
Take
winds were too much for him. He
Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
took a different route today and made
to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigfails
it
the flight without trouble.
nature is on each bos. 25c. Adv.
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Their Lcdies Invited to Attend en Masque
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International curnng matches, for
'
Crdort nil' oai begin at Montreal.- Ceutial A. A. U. basketball cha'ii- pionships begin at Chicago.
Opening of annual automobile show
in Kansas City, Mo. '
National singles squash racquet
championships, at Boston.
10
Ad. Wolgast vs. Tommy Gary,
rounds, at Cincinnati.
6
Mike Gibbons vs. "KidT Graves,
at
Philadelphia.
rounds,
Jabea White vs. Johnny BaV. 1
rounds, at Troy, N. Y.
Tuesday
Opening of annual bench show cf
the Bast Dog club, at Boston.
Phil Brock, vs. Eadia Murphy, I:'
rounds, at Canton, O..
Jack Britton vs. Young Jack O'Brien
30 rounds, at New York.
Jack Redmond vs. Jack Nelson, 10
rounds, at Platteville, Wis.
Wednesday
Entries close for the annual town.
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j E.PARTMCNT

OP T,l
United States Laad Office
Tucumcarl, N. M., January 22, 1914.
KOTICU IS HEREBY GIVEN: That
a State of New Mexico, undor and
fey virtue of the act of Congress approved Juno 20, 191!), hereby makes
ppl!eation for the within described
(unappropriated, unreserved, and
public landsv for the beueftt
f the University. Eaid lands being
oltuated In the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more particularly dotscribed as follows,
Description
Sec Twp. Rng. Mer.
tf Tract8
12N 25E N. M.
GWUSEU . 19

J

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

1914.

16,

75je OPTIC

$50,000.0

vf

8l

&

n

"&

't-

i

t

-

.

i.

IT

'

V

,

6SW

29
30
33

12N
12N
12N

23E
2SE

NV

3. M. Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

it

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

t,

INTEREST PAID

25E;N.M.

Comprising & total area of 200 acres.
All persons wishing to protest
against selection by the State of New
Hex tco of the tracts of land above
snentloned, must file their protests
Against the said selection In this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
Say of March, 1914.

ON TIME

DEPOSITS

-

-

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Notice Is hereby given to whom it

NOTICE

may concern that William G. Haydon
the undersigned was appointed on the
30th day of January, 1914, Administrator of the estate of George W.
Griggs, deceased, and all persons having claims against the estate of said
Ceorge W. Griggs deceased, will present the same within the time prescribed by law.
February 2, 1914.

.

'

,

n

President
Treasurer

inisiyii

Interest PeJd On Deposits

OPTIC'S NUMttK,

tern without good results. That la because Foley Kidney Pills give to the
kidneys and biaaaer lust wnat nature
calls for to heat these weanenea ana
inactive organis. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

t.

MAIN

$100 REWARD, $100
strength by building up the constituThe readers of this paper will be tion and assisting nature in doing Its
pleased to learn that there is at least work. The proprietors have so much
one dreaded disease that science has faith In its curative powers that they
been able to cure In all its stages, offer One Hundred Dollars for any SEWING WANTED At 716 Eighth
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh case that it fails to cure. Send for
street, phone Vegas 342. Call be
WILLIAM G. HAYDON.
Cure is the only positive cure now list of testimonials.
fore 8 a. m. or after 5 p. m.
&
To
J.
CO.,
CHENEY
Address:
F.
Caknown to the medical fraternity.
Administrator.
Ohio.
ledo,
tarrh being a constitutional disease,
Don't You Believe It
WANTED Representative
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
for our
treatment.
Some say that chronic constipation requires a constitutional
SUCCESSFUL EVERYWHERE
Take Hall's Family Pills for constifirm, one that Is interested in fruit
it. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internalbelieve
Don't
cannot
beicured.
you
People everywhere are talking of
Tablets have cured ly, acting directly upon the blood and pation. Adv.
growing preferred", for our high
the quick and fine results Foley Chamberlain's
not you? Give them a mucous surfaces of the system, thereothers
why
grade nursery stock. The Denver
Kidney Pills give In 'backache, rheu- trial. They cost only a quarter. For of destroying the foundation of the
Company, 4100 West 4Ctb
Nursery
matism, kidney and bladder troubles. sale by all dealers. Adv.
the
and
giving
patient
disease,
8ubcrfbe for The Optic.
You can not take them Into your sys- Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

Wanted

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Pound
Arrive

at

7:30 "p. m. p. No. 2..., .7:20 p. m
X A.
Brinegar, H. P.; F. O. No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
iim
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m
No." 10.... 1:35 p. m.....
I. O. O. F. LAS VFRAft I
un
West Bound
4. Meets every Monday evenlns
at
Arrive
their hall on. Sixth, street All visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m.
brethren cordially invited to attend. No. 3.... 6:35 a. m......
J. Frledenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No.
7.... 4:20 p. m
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl No. 9..,. 6:35 p. m
Temple

im

nnir

wertz. Treasurer:
Cemetery Trustee.

C.

V.

DGEI

For Runt

Hedsmck.

FOR NOTHING

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
Secretary.

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

I

month

HUNKER

& HUNKER

Jeorge A. Hunker. Chester A. Hanks
Attorneys-at-La-

New Men

'.as Vegas

1

at

W.

O. W. hall.

EMPRESS
FLOUR
V

It

.

c

8

giving you
. :

a. present icr doing something
1

you 'd do hry
way when you
learn how Much

Visiting

BefferEMPRESS

FLOUR realfy

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K. ; Frank Angel, F. S.
--

2,000

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
one coupon from
empress flour and
five
stamps
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT '$
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER

1

FRENCH-GRE-

LING) FINISH
9

!

EMPRESS
can be ow

this city from
5 tained in

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

Z3o par 1St
lbs., or Mora, Each Dal very
25o psr 111 Tkm,
to 2,000 lbs., Each Dsllvery . .
to 1,009 lbs. Each D5lvsry .M.w.w.MM30o per 1SJ Hsa.
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
par 1C9
Lsss than GO lbs. Each Dallvsry ,M,M,MMlt
pir 1S3 9&

...w..v.

1,000 Ibs
200 lbs.,
60 lbs,

J4

.M.......44)a

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

d

Harvesters, Btorers, aad Dlitributora 91 Natcraj lea, U Pul
toasting Qualities ef Whlsh Bar Made Lea Yg famosi,
OFFICE

701

'She
n

Or
1

1

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

tvtNul

DOUGLAS

23

II!

VS.

A

CO

Prcfesf lonal Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Hair and Scalp
Jen era) Massage,
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
office Hours: 1:80 p. m. to 8:39 p. ra.

PHONE, MAIN 2
;

;
I

I

ANT Ads
Are Best

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
JONES
WW POWERS

CHICHESTER SPILLS
HItANIr
Inl!rH!
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DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description st
moderate prices
ioom 1, Center Block, Tel Main II'
East Las Vegas. New Mexico

nv
m.
m.
nv

p.
a.
p.
p.

This elegant Rogers'
vSiIver Spoon
-- if you use

0. MOOSE Meets second an.
fourth Thursday
evening eael

ATTOKNEV8

Depart
1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

For YOU I

L. O.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Rev. James A. Lewis, Milaca, Minn.,
writes: "Chamberlain's Cough Ren
edy has been a needed and welcome
guest In our home for a number of
years. I highly recommend It to my
fellows as being a medicine worthy of
trial in cases of colds, coughs and
croup." Give Chamberlain's Cough
Remedv a trial and we are confident
you will find it very effectual and
continue to use It as occasion requires
for years to come, as many others
have done. For sale by all dealers.

a. tl.
p. m

.

v

Pay us $7.50-1- 1 you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:

p. m.
p. m

'

RENT Cottage In desirable brothers
cordially Invited. Howard T
neighborhood, newly painted, pa Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn
Secretary
pered, electric lights. Low rate J. E. ROSEN
WALD
NO. 54'
LODGE
Phone Purple E301.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman day of the month In the vestry room
uf Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock I
employed, comfortable, furnished
m. Visiting brothers are cordially lr
room; no health seekers, phone
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chariot
Purple 6301.
Greenclay, Secretary.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
board If desired. 710 Grand avenue, MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen ol the World ball
UlISGSiliSliCCUSt
on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
High Sonsul; G.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
class general merchandise business,
Local Deputy.
VIsltin
Montague,
only store in locality; making
members are especially welcoae
money. Owner must sell because of
Invited.
other Interests.
Address Store, cordially
office.
Optic

PROG

Depart
7:45
11:59
2:30
2:00

'

For a!o

FOR

GOOD MAGAZINE

i

'

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
FOR SALE Choice, bright, baled oat month
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
straw, in carload lots or otherwise Ladies
always welcome. O. L. Fiers
Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.
man, President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy.
FOR SALE White leghorn and Buff 908
Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Orpington eggs, . 75c per setting. Assistant
Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Mrs. Ben Coles, 712 Crand avenue
East Las Vegas, N. M.

nl
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE 0

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood-mehall. Visiting brothers cordlaV
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary,

F. O. E.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- -

Vice President

-

Petten, Secretary.

i

$30,000.00
.'.

H. W. KELLT
D. T. HOSKINS

ADVER-

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
ilar conclar .
Tn
No ad to occupy less space than two
in eacu aionta at m- nay
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C. Chas. Tamme, Re
without regard to number of words. corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- '
'tl vocation first Monday in

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. G. HAYDON

TOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

Five

R. A. PRENTICE,

Register.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every Monday nlsat m
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas aveoaa ss
third Thursday in 3 o'clock. Visiting members are
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wrti ts-brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhlor, Secretary; O. &
r
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bauy, Treasurer.'
a

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

CHAPMAN

COLU
RATES

....).-.-

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

II

M.

N.M.

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
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CANAL ZONE IS A

PRESERVE FOR

Out of the jungle there are many
deer and the number is on the increase in spite of the fact that they
are still being hunted. They are not
yet on the taboo lis:. Tapir, or forest

cattle as the natives call them, also
are numerous and are becoming quite
tame. It has been noted within the
ME
last few weeks that the wild cat is
also on the! norease. Then there are
reported to b& many alligators in
Riid other
COLONEL GOETHALS PREVENTS Gatun Lake and the Chagro
N
smaller rivers.
SLAUGHTERING OF NATIVE
With the depopulation of the zone,
ANIMALS
which is well under, way, there will
Panama, Feb. J6 Jhe comtug of be even less hunting and fishing than
II. B. Anthony and George Shiras as there is now. Wild fowl and game will
representatives of the American Mus- be undisturbed and probably will make
eum of Natural History in New York of the isthmus a, permanent home and
to hunt game in the Panama jungle haven.
with camera and gun brings to notice
'Making both ends meet" is ColColonel Goethal's ambition to make
the canal zone a large and safe haven onel Goethals', present problem, somefor beast and fowl as well as a gate- what as it was when he came to dig
While the bars the canal, but it now concerns itself
way of commerce.
will be let down for the present party with income and outgo instead of
and probably for all who, like Colonel bringing the two oceans together.
Roosevelt, may come as "faunal nat- There are only $47,000,000 left of the
uralists' Colonel Goethals will carry funds appropriated for construction of
out strictly as the zone's first civil the canal, and while this may appear
governor what he has insisted upon a liberal sum for the finishing
during his engineering work, that the touches, Colonel Goethals believese
canal zone shall be a game preserve. that only an era of' far reaching econSo strict have his orders been fol- omy will assure keeping within his allowed during the past few years that lowance. He is determined that the
seldom has a gun been heard on the 47.nnn.(Xi() shall last until the canal
Isthmus except in certain brief open is finally opened for commercial use.
seasons and despite the noise and Notwithstanding tha many economies
powder smoke of the canal blasting, have already been put into practice,
wild fowl and Isthmian game of all including a great reduction of both
kinds have greatly Increased, knowing the executive and laboring forces, exwell that 'they are practically safe penditures generally must be still
from molestation. It la probable that further cut down to raaite the approthe museum men will find as good if priation last.
not better specimens than would have
Nearly every ship that leaves the
been possible before the. canal diggers isthmus for the United tat.es is carrying big men and great who havo laid
began work here.
Gatun Lake, which covers an area down their shovels. Their work on
now of more than 120 square miles, the canal is finished, and they must
Is the paradise for feathered game of seek other employment. In some inall kinds. They are coming to the stances they hope to return as emlake In great numbers and each season ployes of the permanent operating
sees the feathered tribes increase. force but that organization is in such
Most of these birds are attracted by an embryonic states that none cafl
the fish with which the lake is filled. know with what success he will meet.
The shores and floating islands on It i3 probable that many will seek
the lake abound In blue and white later to transfer the scene of their
heron, the latter being the bird from operations from the tropins to the
e
frozen north if the government goes
which is obtained trie beautiful
now barred from the United ahead with the Alaskan railway
States by the new tariff act. Then
there are blue and white cranes, corSanitation of the isthmus is also
morants, pelicans and several species
of the rail family. An odd feature is again looming up as one of the probthe recent arrival of a number of lems of the canal. While not so acute
wild duck. They are beginning to as it was during the early years of
come in ever increasing numbers.
construction, it is now an important

0

'

'

atg-ret-

matter by reason of the great extent
of Gatun Lake formed by tne closing
of the spillway at Gatun nam.
Gatun Lake at the 85 foot level at
which it is proposed to maintain this
portion of the great canal, has covered an area of a little more than 120
square miles of jungle. As the waters
rose there was backed up in many
out of the way places much, water
that la more or less, stagnant. Some
of this is already being oiled by the
sanitary division but much of it is in
isolated places and difficult of access.
The oiling squads will have to be
kept at work indefinitely and this will
make ''sanitation one of the Important
functions of the permanent government of the canal zone. To aid in
the work it Is hoped to acquire a five
mile strip around that portion of
Gatun Lake not within the borders of
the zone.

MONDAY,

FEBRUARY

POSED GIRLS IN THE NUDE
Boston, Feb. 16. several of Boston's select suburbs are in a state of
agitation over the case of Henry O,
Ryder, an Auburndale photographer,
who was given a hearing in police
court today on a charge of having obscene pictures In his possession with

against him recently by William A.
Graham of Waltham, who sued the
photographer for $10,000 for having
posed his 16 year old daughter in the
nude. When news of the suit became
public the authorities raided the
photographer's studio and it is said
they found there photographs of a
number of high school girls of NewThe
ton, Waltham and Auburndale.
pictures, it is further alleged, bore a
striking resemblance to "September
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Territory cf
The Mountain
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Drug Store.

.

ups

That's Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound. It has the confidence of your
druggist, who knows It will give you

satisfaction. W. W. Nessmith, States- boro, Ga., says: "I have used Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound in my fam
ily and have sold it in my store and
it never fails to cure." Refuse a sub
stitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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Vanish

nual convention ever held by the Wisconsin Retail Lumber Dealers' association. The sessions of the convention
will begin in this city tomorrow and
continue until Thursday. It Is expect
ed that more than 500 prominent representatives of the retail lumber trade
will be here from all over the state.

r

That little piece of wire you see on your telephone is the beginning of a
'
system

'

big:

possible for you to talk wherever you please

It's the link that makes you a Partner of Progress
In your telephone company (the seven states we serve) there is enough wire in
times around the world
daily use to extend twenty-two

There are 538,666 miles of wire that are owned and operated by your telephone
"
company
You and
You"

our other partners use it over a million times a day

see our business is your business

Corporation Different"
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BOND ISSUE

PHOMD MAM 2

Denver, Feb. 16. At a, special elec
tion to he held in Denver tomorrow
the voters will decide the fate of the
proposed $3,000,000 bond issue for the
construction of the Moffat tunnel un
der the James Peak.

'V

A scald, burn, or severe cut. heals
slowly If neglected. Ttte family tnat
keeps a bottle of BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT on hand is always prepared for such accidents. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen
tral Drug Co. Adv.

campaign.
'

J

(

WYOMING PROuRESSIVCS
Casper, Wyo., Feb. 1 6. Members
of the state committer and other load
ers of the progressive party in WyoiTiuisj; met in conference here today
to discuss plans for the coming mats

Subscrioe for The Optic.

(

1 1

()'.

1911 was called for
trial here today. This Is the second
trial for Harris. At the first trial he
was convicted and sentenced to death,
but was finally granted a new trial by
the supreme court
ON

TI1p
1 llC

o.

at Rocky Ford in

TO VOTE

c

C)

-

"Jhe

i

u

cJ

SECOND TRIAL FOR MURDERER
La Junta. Colo., Feb. 16. The case
of Robert Harris who is accused of
having shot and killed two marshals

It is always connected with all the other wires of the system, and makes it
'

i

(.)

Adv.

'

aw

()

A heavy cold in tne lungs that was
exnected to nire itself has been the
startling point in many cases of disease that ended fatally. The sensible
course is to take frequent doses of
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYKUr.
It checks the progress of the disorder
and assists nature to restore normal
conditions. Price 25c, 50o and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

WORLD WIRES

Maii3'

o

Adv.

-

Vit.V''

siwm

v..

LUMBERMEN MEET
Wis., Feb. 16. All arrangements have been completed for
what promises to be the largest an

,0

'taa'

FOR

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee,

'
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Safe for Babies, Effective for Grown

i

Company

-

V

"""H,

C3

are very prompt and thoroughly she
might be free to marry Frahm,
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleas- who was
employed on the Buffum
ant effects. A whole bottle full for
farm.
25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

snd Telegraph
Drawn to Scale

"- -

BUFFUM POISON TRIAL
Little Valley, N. Y., Feb. 16. An adjourned term of the supreme court
convened here today for the trial of
Mrs. Cynthia Buffnm
and Ernest
Frahm, who are uner indictment on
a charge of having murdered Mrs.
.Colds, constipations and headache Puffum's husband, who died last Au- re
and
afflictions
common
are three
helps the ust. Mrs. Buffum is alleged to have
lieving the constipation
cold and stops the headache. Use confessed that she poisoned her husFoley Cathartic Tablets because they band and four children in order that

f

v

r

o
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h

Kidney Pills are successful every
where in driving out these ills. That
is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
true medicine and quickly effective in
all diseases that result from- weak, In
active kidneys and urinary irregulari
ties. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

t

v.

SiatasTelephons
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ist, entered upon hla seventy-fiftyear today, having been born Febru
ary 16, 1840. During the past year
Colonel Watterson has spent the most
of the time albroad, though he has con
tinued to keep in close touch with af
fairs at home. It Is now considerably
more than half a century since Col
onel Watterson began, his newspapsr
career in Washington, his native city.
Since 1868 he haa been in editorial
control of the Courier-Journa- l
of this
city.
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Away
Men and women having backache,
rheumatism, stiff and swollen joints
are honestly glad to know that Foley

v

f"--
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-

Backache-Rheumatis-

--
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HENRY WATTERSON 75
Preparations for the electrification
of the Panama railroad across the
Louisville, Ky., Feb. 16. Colonel
IsthiutM of Panama practically will be Henry Watterson, the famous journal

completed early this spring when the
high tension installation is finished.
Already there have been erected many
of the track span bridges which will
carry the power across the isthmus.
It is planned to manufacture at the
electrical plnnt at Gatun about 7,000
horse power which will be distributed
to all the points along tne Isthmus
for light and power purposes. Much
of this will be transmitted to the
permanent headquarters town of Balboa at the Pacific entrance to the canal where the large navy and other re-- ,
pair shops will be located.
It is not the intention of the government to immediately undertake the
complete electrification of the railroad
for the reason that at present there is
no knowing the amount of traffic the
road will carry across the isthmus after the opening of the canal. Should
this prove to be sufficiently large to
warrant the expense of making the
change the railway wilL, altogether
cease to be a steam road.
In anticipation of this possibility the
track span bridges are being erected
and are wide enough to permit the
construction of a (wo track road from
Panama to Colon.

1914.
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an intent to distribute. Ryder's arrest resulted from an action brought
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Afternoon and evening gowns.
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414

$10

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

1
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MUTUAL MOVIES
BRIDGE STREET

DESTINIES FULFILLED"

Everything comes to him
who, waits except success.
Fords are chosen by men who

FEATURE DRAMA

THREE-REE- L

"Destinies Fulfilled," three-ree- l
drama at Mutual theater tonight.

.

Adv.

erase

Admitted 4he Best on the

Market

The Friendship ciuij will meet to
morrow afternoon with Mrs. Garfield
Fishburn, 415 Tenth utreet

'

IE

The W. C. T. U. will met with Mrs.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas avenue
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.

3

1

JM1J8

BLANKETS

AsDirect from the Indian Rejrvatiphs--Larg- e
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices,
i

These blankets are Genuine, Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

""

na- -

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will hise our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself.

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

Las Vegas Roller Mills

T3he

At

if

iiie Home of (be Best of Everyllsing Eatable

Fresh Strained . Honey Pint
Jars, 30c each
Fresh Comb Honey, 2 tor 35c
IE GOAAF & IIAYVAOD CO. STORE

EXAMINATIONS

ANNOUNCED

Examinations for the position of assistant observer in the weather bureau will be held on April 15, 1914, at
the following points in and near to
the state of New Mexico:
Santa Fe and Rofswell, New Mexico.
';
El Paso, AmarUlo ana Dallas', Texas.
PUoonlx, Arizona.
Denver, Grand Junction and Pueblo,
Colorado.
Tbo entrance salary of assistant
cJ.servers has .been raised to $900 per
smmini, and promotion to the higher
icaTftmrndpnt upon fidelity and
iiliujtv id discharge of duty.
Application for information in rela-"- !
i
'i t e pvimin ittona should be
I to tvf 1 mted States Civil
.

!

i

"

i

(

ii

a n

"Washington.- D.

LAND ENTRIES- CANCELED
The commissioner of the general
land office has canceled the following ,homes'tead entries for failure to
make proof within the statutory period of seven years; Pedro de Her-era- ,
in Sec 25, Tf ,17 N., It. 22 E.
Francisco Garcia, in Sees. 18 and 19,
T. 11 N. R. 14 B. Michele Saccamari-no- ,
in Sec. 21, T. 11 N., R. 13 E.
Trujlllo in Six's. 2(3 and 3r, T.
17 X.,-- II., 21 E.
-

PIANO TUNER
Franklin of Starr piano company Is now in town. Phone Main
3S9 and have your work done.
Reference Mrs. C. L. Kohn. Adv.
C.

The Ladies' guild of St. Paul's Me- morial church will meet tomorrow af
ternoon at 2:80 o'clock with Mrs.
d
Hazels on Seventh street. ..

VS.

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye 'at the Ooera Bar. Adv.

OPERA
HOUSE

Mr. and Mrs. H.'si. Northrup are
the parents of a baby hoy,- horn to
them this morning. Both mother. and
babe are doing nicely. Mr. and Mrs.
Northrup are the parents of three
children, all boys.

The Y. M. C. A. basketball team is
practicing hard for the big game
with the State University, which is
to be played here on the night of February 27. The "Y" team expects to
be in excellent shape.
Furniture for Sale. High grade parlor and bed room furniture and rugs
at private sale, low prices, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, 9 a. m. to
5 p. m. Residence of George II. KinAdv.
kel, 907 Seventh St.'

CO.

I

OALM HJ3 W.OOD

G

ftI

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
rn.nf v

-

Jose P. Mares was arrested last
night by Santa Fe Officer Kinman on
the charge.) of trespassing. He paid
the cOstsof the case this morning in
Judge D. R. Murray's court, and was
released.

IAS VEGAS FBI SALES
Phone Vegas 424

1

"Always Watchful"

,

Vegas.

the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
complete with equipment.'; Get catalog and particulars from

THE FIRE QUEENS

Da-vi-

John C. L. Pugh, proprietor of the
Las Vegas Ford Sales company, announced this morning that' J. N. Hard-castl- e
is no iongeri 'employed by that
firin.;;:.Mr. Hard castle-- has 'left Las
'

choose the Ford because of its
splendid record for consistent
service.

J

IIAIHE AND DAISY

Adv.

This evening at the Elks' home will
occur the masquerade ball that was
to have been given Saturday night.
A large attendance Is expected, and
the affair doubtless will prove enjoyable in every way.

to be
Every Women Isa Proud
baker.
It is a
good

lJ

UUUoiiU

Piano for rent.
Enquire at resi
dence of G. H. Kinkel, 907 Seventh
street; Monday, Tuesday or Wednes-

''

1

de-

$615 is

citis.

day.

'

'

by men who

mand a dependable car that's
always "on the job." They

ll

FEBRUARY 23

Mrs. Grace Robinson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Roseberry, is re
covering from an attach of appendi

Stearns Store

w

I

"get there"

i

f!).tA.'t.--

DUNCAN

ELKS Ml UOTjiriO
llUIllLLU OPERA HMISF
Friday February 20
40 .PEOPLE IN THE CAST

Jm ySfeTIKA

COAL

WHOLESALE

B.

r.

AND RETAIL
Q OtJD OA!

UNRER THE DIRECTION OF MRS. CHAS. L. KOHN

A

Tano Mania

With Every Son

a

Good One

SPRING

luy.

HOUHCEMENf

.:

Enough Prelty Girls, Graceful Dancing
and Catchy Music fo Travel Miles lo
See It

We are new placing orders in the eastern
markets for a large car load of everything in
the furniture line. Place your orders at once
for anything special to come in this car. We
guarantee to save you at least 20 per cent
and also to please you.

8 Funny End Men Who Are Certain to
Entertain You

J. C. JOHNSEN

Music of the Happiest Sort

m. SON

"Complete Home Furnishers"

TICKETS - S1.00 75 and 50c

RESERVE SEATS AT USUAL PRICES
County Clerk Ixrenzo Delgado is
sporting around in a new Reo touring
car, which he purchased Saturday. It
is easy to understand now, his friends
Don't fail to see "Destinies FulfillOne of the actresses in the High
say, why Mr. Delgado has been such ed"
Mutual theater tonight. A school operetta who carried an interat
the
a booster for the paving of Bridge
wonderful production. Adv.
esting part was unintentionally omitstreet.
ted in Saturday night's account of
Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged the play. This was Miss Elizabeth
Misses Alaina Bland and Ethel Garin wood. Direct from the distillery to Parnell. Her work in. "The
Egyptian
rett, two Albuquerque musicians, are
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdT. Princess" was pleasing and worthy of
in Las Vegas for several weeks' stay,
mention.
and yesterday assisted at. the First
A marriage license was issued Sat
Baptist church. Miss Garrett renderafternoon at the court house to
This morning at the Hot Springs a
ed a solo while Miss Bland accom- urday
Gurule, aged 36, of Gonzales, runaway occurred which resulted in
Santiago
panied on the organ.
and Clarita Romero, aged 17, of Shoe- the destruction of a farm wagon. A
maker. A license was issued this native farmer
driving along the road
Saturday night the dwellers of the
morning to Agapita Valerio, aged 16, met &kautmobile driven by "William
Y. M. C. A; dormitory-we- r
delight and Luis
Chavez, agea 20, both of Los Ogden. The team became frightened
in
fully surprised with a Valentin
Vallecltos.
and ran away. The man is eaid to
the form of several tasty doughnuts,
have refused to turn cut for the ma?
sent them Saturday evening by Mr.
For the purpose of naming a local chine, driving so close to it that th
and Mrs. A. B. Livingood. Although
agent
upon whom summons can be horses were frightened.
a large number were sent, they disthe Missouri Valley Bridge and
served
appeared with great rapidity and their Iron
has filed its articles of
company
be
Judged by this fact
quality may
with the clerk of the
incorporation
rM. Livingood, prior to his entrance
court. William B. Stapp, the
county,
into the state of matrimony was a
Instrument
resident of the Y. M. C. A., and it is deputy clerk, recorded the
S. Clark was namthis
John
morning.
evident that both Mr. and Mrs. Lived as local agent by the company,
ingood have a warm spot in their
whose headquarters is In Leavenhearts for this .institution.
worth, the original Incorporation being
Tr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president under the laws of the state of
of the Normal University, has been
asked to assist in supplying; instructDr. Frank, H. II. Roberts, president
ors for a new institution to be opened
of the New Mexico Normal Universoon in Nicaragua. It fs to he called
says the townspeople can assist
the Institute of Granada and will be sity,
tlie school materially my providing emschool.
was
The request
a Mg
made
ployment for. students. Dr. Roberts
by the Nicaraguan inlnlster through has
received a letter from two BisP. P. Claxton, United States' commiswho ask that they be secured positers,
sioner of education. Salaries for the
tions where they can work for their
various positions ran&u from $3,000 to
board and lodging. He expects sev$5,000 per year. The instructors must
eral other requests. Dr. Roberts asks ALL AEOUNO SATISFACTION
be well educated and capable of teachall persons who will be able to give
ing one or more of the following sub- such
will be the result of your purchase if
employment to girls during the
jects: English, French, history, me summer school
it comes from nt
communicate
term to
chanics and pedagogy. They, must be
Our Name on iiie Box
with him at "once.
RE'iiKiiiBEii:
able to speak Spanlsa and must be
menns a Lot
members of the Roman
Catholic
church. Dr. Roberts would be glad to
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
hear from any person i who wish to
Pi"? y
become candidates for any of these LOST Between
Normal dormitory
positions The Normal has several .and opera house, solid gold bracegraduates who r.re capable of qualifylet,
Inch wide. Reward.
ing if they desire the positions.
Return to dormitory.

t

one-fourt- h

Herbert W. Clark nas been indisposed during the past two days with
a threatened attack of appendicitis.
He is reported as considerably improved today and probably will be up
and resume his duties within the next
few days.

COLONEL

MALI

LAID

TO REST

LONGTIME RESIDENT OF LAS
GAS' FUNERAL IS HELD
THIS AFTERNOON

VE-

The officers of the ladies? Aid
ciety of the First Baptist church will
entertain the members and ladies of
The funeral services of Colonel
the church Wednesday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Up- William Henry Seewald, who died Saturday morning, were held this afterton Hays.
noon from the home of his
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. H. G.
Coors. The services were largely atTILTON. FUNERAL IS
tended. Rev. Norman Skinner officiated. Interment was in the Mason-i- o
LARGELY ATTENDED
cemetery. The pallbearers were
W. G. Benjamin, A. D. Hlggln3, Dr
E. Olney, Charles Tamme, John
Ilks turn out in a body to F.Shank
and Amos Kline,
f
V PAY LAST HONORS TO-DPARTED BROTHER
so-

'

son-in-la-

'

The funeral of . the, late Homer F.
Tilton was held yesteray arternoon at
3 o'clock from the huine of Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Witten, 822 Fifth street
Las Vegas lodge No. 408, B, P. O.
Elks, of which Mr iTiltori was a member, had charge of the services, which
were simple but highly impressive.
Exalted Ruler William J. Mills and
the officers of the lodge 'had charge
of the ritualistic work, while Mrs. Roy
Prentice sang twoisolos,; !"I Shall See
Him Face to Face'! and "Lead Kind"

ly Light-

-

"i:"k':

"

'

IIENSY JANZEN, fJESA
FARMER,
HE'

HAD

MADE

A"

IS DEAD
SUCCESS

OF

TILLING THE LANDS EAST
OF THIS CITY .
Yesterday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock
on the mesa, nine miles
from Las Vegas, Henry Janzen, a welt
known farmer, died at the age of 67
years. The funeral services will occur Thursday morning at 10 o'clock
from the Hillsite school.' Burial will
be in the Odd Fellows' cemetery in
Las Vegas.
Mr. Janzen had been a resident of
the country near Las Vegas for the
past three years, coming here from
Burrton, Kas. He had been a successful farmer on the mesa and was
among the most progressive.
Besides his wife, Mrs. Helena Janzen, Mr. Janzen Is survived by four
sons and two daughters, Henry Janzen of California, Frank Janzen of
Burrton, Kas., John and Jacob Janzen
of this city, Miss Elizabeth Janzen
and Mrs. Henry Schmidt of La

at his ranch

The funeral was largely attended,
nearly one hundred members of the
Elks' lodge being present in addition
to a large number of friends. The
casket was covered with flowers and
stood In jb bank of floral beauty, tributes to the esteem in which Mr. Til-to-n
was held' by his large circle of
friends In Las Vegas. The procession
to Masonic cemetery, where Interment
occurred, was made up of over two
blocks of autos and carriages.-The pallbearers were Syd Smith, E.
E. Johnson, E. G. Murphey, E. J.
Hallett Raynolds and Colbert
C. Root, all of
were close
whom
friends of Mr..Titton.
Vegas.

'

